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Executive summary 
 

Newcastle City Council (NCC) undertakes a biennial Community Survey to better 
understand key issues, community needs and community priorities and to determine levels 
of importance of satisfaction with the services and facilities provided by Council. 
 
NCC has been seeking this feedback from the community since 1993. From 1993 to 2003, 
the survey was a commissioned community telephone survey of residents conducted 
annually.  Since 2004, the survey has been conducted on a biennial basis as there was little 
year on year variation in the results.   
 
Since 2010, the survey has been undertaken by Council's community engagement team. 
The survey was available to members of NCC's community reference panel, Newcastle 
Voice, as well as members of the broader community.  A total of 1,013 people took part in 
the 2016 survey. 

 
Data handling and analysis was carried out using Sparq software by NCC's Community 
Engagement team. 

 

Results 

Council performance 
Respondents were asked to rate Council's performance in the last 12 months across eight 
areas of responsibility: 

• Local roads and footpaths 
• Recreation facilities 
• Appearance of public areas 
• Traffic management and parking facilities 
• Waste management 
• Enforcement of local laws 
• Economic development 
• Town planning policy and approvals. 

Specific areas of Council responsibility that the majority of respondents (50% or more) felt 
were adequate, good or excellent were: 

• Waste management (74%) 
• Recreation facilities (68%) 
• Appearance of public areas (64%) 
• Enforcement of local laws (54%) 
• Local roads and footpaths (50%). 
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Respondents were also asked to rate how well Council performed on a number of 
governance indicators including: 

• Customer contact 
• Consulting with the community and leading discussion on key local issues 
• Representing and lobbying on behalf of the community on key local issues 
• Overall performance of Council.  
• The specific area of Council governance that the majority of respondents (50% or 

more) felt were adequate, good or excellent was customer contact (59%). 
 

Importance 
A series of 33 Council services and facilities were presented to participants for rating on 
importance.  Principal observations include: 

• All items are highly rated by respondents (no item rated below the neutral level of 3.0 
out of 5) 

• Four of the most important five items as rated by participants are more subjective in 
nature; long-term planning and vision for the city, standard of service to ratepayers, 
Council's performance overall and response to community needs.  Garbage 
collection and disposal was also in the top five most important items. 

Satisfaction 
A series of 33 Council services and facilities was presented to participants for rating on 
satisfaction.  Principal observations include: 

• Three facilities and services received a score below the neutral score of 3.0, 
indicating that, on balance, respondents were dissatisfied with them.  These were: 

o management of the Newcastle CBD (48% either dissatisfied or very 
dissatisfied) 

o long-term planning and vision for the city (52% either dissatisfied or very 
dissatisfied) 

o parking in the Newcastle CBD (61% either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied) 
• Four facilities and services received a score of 3.0, indicating that participants had a 

neutral view.  These were: 
o Council areas are in good condition 
o community involvement in Council decision making 
o providing cycleways 
o management of residential development 

• Library services, Maintenance of beaches and beach facilities and parks and 
recreation areas received the highest levels of satisfaction.  At least seven in 10 
respondents were either satisfied or very satisfied with these facilities and services. 

• There were a relatively high proportion (approximately one-quarter) of not aware/NA 
responses for children's facilities and services, facilities and services for youth and 
provision of facilities and services for the aged.  This is unsurprising as these are 
niche services not utilised by the wider population. 
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Key drivers 
A Shapley Value regression analysis was conducted as a means of identifying those 
attributes most important in driving overall satisfaction. The results provide clarity about what 
Council should focus on for future business planning and budgeting. The areas to emerge 
from the analysis as key drivers of satisfaction related to community engagement were: 

• Community involvement in Council decision making 
• Informing residents about council activities 
• Long-term planning and vision for the city 
• Management of the CBD. 

 
Respondent comments - Top themes noted  
At the end of the survey, respondents were given the opportunity to nominate what area(s) 
Council should focus to improve their overall satisfaction in an open-ended question. Many 
respondents made very specific and comprehensive suggestions on areas for improvement. 
Other made general comments on a diverse range of topics.   

The areas of responsibilities which received the most comments were infrastructure and 
traffic, Planning and development and councillor and administration.  Table 1 shows the total 
number of comments relating to each area of responsibility. 

 

Table 1: Areas of responsibility by number of respondents 

Areas of responsibility by number of additional comments No. 

Infrastructure and traffic 493 

Planning and development 305 

Councillor and administration 180 

Waste and environment 114 

Council communication and consultation 91 

Recreation services and facilities 89 

General services 62 

Arts and culture 45 

Other 41 

Services for special needs groups 28 
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1 Introduction 
 
Newcastle City Council (NCC) undertakes a biennial Community survey to better understand 
key issues, community needs and community priorities and to determine levels of 
importance of and satisfaction with the services and facilities provided by Council. 
 
NCC has been seeking this feedback from the community since 1993. From 1993 to 2003, 
the survey was a commissioned community telephone survey of residents conducted 
annually.  Since 2004, the survey has been conducted on a biennial basis as there was little 
year on year variation in the results.  Since 2010, the survey has been undertaken by 
Council's community engagement team. 
 

2 Methodology 
2.1 Research approach  
The survey was based on the 2012 Community Survey (see note) and consisted of two 
parts. Part one sought perceptions from the community on broad areas of Council 
responsibility. Part two sought community perceptions of the importance of, and satisfaction 
with, 32 key facilities and services. The survey is presented in Appendix I. 

NOTE: The core satisfaction/importance ratings are used to track changes in community 
attitudes towards Council services over time, therefore the wording of the questions needs to 
be consistent across the survey periods.  In 2014, an anomalous importance scale was used 
meaning that these results were released as a 'snapshot' at that time.  For 2016, Council 
reverted to the importance scale employed in all previous surveys to enable the continuation 
of time series analysis.     

2.2 Data collection 
The survey was available via the following channels: 

• Online and paper based survey through Council’s community reference panel 
(Newcastle Voice) 

• To the broad community via link on Council's website 

In total, 1,013 participants took part in the survey.   

2.3 Survey promotion 
The survey was promoted through three direct email invites and mailed to hardcopy 
members with reminders in the MyVoice newsletter. Other methods of promotion utilised 
were: 

• Facebook, Newcastle City Council page 
• Twitter @citynewcastle  
• The Newcastle Herald online  
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• Council Enews  
• Council website  

o have your say page  
o showcase item on Council's homepage.  

2.4 Data handling 
Data handling and analysis was carried out using Sparq software by Newcastle City 
Council's Community Engagement team. A coding frame (grouping like comments into 
thematic categories) was developed for the open-ended question responses. All responses 
are de-identified to ensure the anonymity of respondents, and edited only for grammar and 
spelling if inserted as verbatim comments into the body of the report. Please refer to 
Appendix III Verbatim responses to open question for verbatim responses. 

2.5 Respondents 
Newcastle Voice is Council’s community reference panel. Individuals join Newcastle Voice to 
have their say on a variety of Council projects and activities via surveys, workshops and 
information sessions. Council endeavours to attract a diverse audience to Newcastle Voice 
through a range of recruitment activities including attendance at community events, social 
media, paid advertising, and cold calling. 

All online active Newcastle Voice members (n=2,276) were emailed a survey invitation on 26 
May 2016. Email reminders to those online Newcastle Voice members who had not yet 
completed the survey were sent on 2 June and 9 June 2016.  

The survey was also printed and distributed in hard copy to those Newcastle Voice members 
who requested printed surveys (n= 240). The survey was mailed out on 27 May 2016. A pre-
paid envelope was included to encourage their return.  

The survey was also available to members of the broader community via a link on Council’s 
website. This was publicised via the engagement tools outlined in section 2.3 of this report. 

The sampling process outlined herein is a self-selecting sample, which is a non-probability 
sampling technique. While this approach is more cost and time effective than a probability 
sampling (e.g. random sampling), there is likely to be a degree of self-selection bias in the 
results. This is especially true among broad community respondents who may choose to 
complete the survey because they have strong views on the topic one way or the other. 
Similarly, using a self-selection sampling technique may limit the representativeness of the 
sample. To help overcome this, the data has been weighted post-collection to reflect the 
distribution across the wards of the population.  The weights include Ward (25% each Ward). 

In total, n= 656 Newcastle Voice members took part in the survey, representing an overall 
response rate of 31 per cent. A further n=357 members of the broader community completed 
the survey via Council’s website, taking the total number of survey respondents to n= 1,013. 

2.6 How to read this report 
The findings of this survey are weighted by Ward. See weighting calculations in Table 2. 
Weights have been applied with a weighting efficiency of 86 per cent. Weighting efficiency 
describes the impact of weighting on data sets. The closer the weighting efficiency is to 100 
per cent, the more closely your weighted data resembles your actual data. Generally, 80 per 
cent is recommended as a good benchmark. 
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Table 2 Participant residence by ward 

Data set Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4 
Unweighted 39% 27% 21% 13% 
Weighted 25% 25% 25% 25% 
Weighting efficiency: 86%  

2.6.1 Statistical significance 
Surveying attempts to make inferences for the whole of an area's population by talking to a 
small sub-group (sample) within that population.  As the sample only approximates the 
whole population, it is necessary to take this approximate nature into account when 
comparing the scores and measures generated by the survey. 

While the absolutes values of scores and measures can change, it is necessary to test these 
changes statistically to find out whether they simply reflect the approximate nature of the 
sample or if they indicate a real shift in opinion.  Statistically significant changes are those 
that, at the 95 per cent level of confidence, indicate there has been a real shift in opinion, as 
opposed to a difference attributable to chance. 

Statistically different results are highlighted.  In this report statistical tests were conducted 
between the four Wards.  To avoid confusion, when there are no differences recorded 
between the Wards, the breakdown by Ward is not shown as they are statistically similar to 
each other. 

Due to a technical error the mean scores by Ward were only able to be calculated for 
Newcastle Voice panel members.  Therefore, the overall mean scores described in this 
report are also those for the panel members to ensure consistency within the tables and with 
the way analysis was conducted in 2014.  The overall mean scores for the sample as a 
whole were very similar and followed the same trends as the panel results.  The proportions 
(i.e. percentages) presented in this report reflect the results from the sample as a whole. 

Note: The statistical testing requires at least 30 participants in each of the applicable demographic 
groups to provide a response, therefore, when this criterion is not met, the group is omitted from the 
test. Where response numbers are less than 100 it indicates that the test is not entirely robust. In this 
study Ward 4 had n=83.  

2.6.2 Assessment scales 
In the report and tables that follow a number of conventions have been established for the 
purpose of presenting the survey results. 

In the survey respondents were presented with a five-point scale for the assessment of: 

• Improvement in Council's performance for a series of areas 
• Importance attached to a series of facilities/services 
• Satisfaction with Council's provision of these services. 
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The scales were constructed as follows: 

Table 3: Construction of scales 

IMPROVEMENT IMPORTANCE SATISFACTION 

1=needs a lot of improvement 
2=needs some improvement 
3=adequate 
4=good 
5=excellent 

1=not important 
2=somewhat important 
3=moderately important 
4=quite important 
5=very important 

1=very dissatisfied 
2=dissatisfied 
3=neither 
4=satisfied 
5=very satisfied 

For respondents who could not provide a rating on these scales the following non-response options 
were available: 

Not aware Respondent did not know of the existence of the specific 
service/facility 

Not applicable Respondent did not use the service/facility and so was unable to 
provide a rating 

 

Note that for the satisfaction scale, a neither score of 3 out of 5 suggests a neutral opinion: 
no strong feelings either way. 

2.6.3 Mean scores 
The numeric values from the scales (1 to 5) were converted to an overall average (mean) 
score.  This scale is calculated only for those who responded using the 1 to 5 scale - it does 
not include non-scale responses.  An example of the calculation of a satisfaction score 
follows.  All scales outlined above follow the same method for calculating mean scores. 

Table 4: Mean score calculation 

Response 
Scale 

Number of 
responses 

Response scale x 
number of 
responses 

Score 

1=very dissatisfied 
2=dissatisfied 
3=neither 
4=satisfied 
5=very dissatisfied 

30 
60 
80 
170 
80 

1x30 
2x60 
3x80 
4x170 
5x80 

The score is calculated 
by dividing 1,470 by 
the number of 
responses uses (420 in 
this case): 1,470/420 
 
Score = 3.5 

Not applicable 
Not aware 

80 
Not included in 

calculation 
Total 500 1,470 
 

To obtain a score of 5.0 ALL respondents who gave them a rating would have to have 
answered '5', i.e. answered very important, very satisfied etc. as applicable.  Therefore, a 
higher rating represents a relatively more favourable response.  
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2.6.4 Interpretation 
In interpreting the scores, it should be remembered that: 

• The higher the score, the higher the level of importance, satisfaction etc. 
• An improvement score of greater than 3 indicates the area of Council performance is 

at least of an acceptable standard 
• A satisfaction score of greater than 3 indicates that, on balance, residents were 

satisfied (the same interpretation applies to the importance scale). 

When interpreting the results, the distribution of ratings and the score need to be considered 
together not individually.  For example, ratings which are evenly spread over the 1 to 5 scale 
may yield the same mean score as those which are relatively polarised at either end of the 
scale.  The policy implications for these contrasting distributions are very different, despite 
the fact that they received the same score. 
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3 Survey findings 
3.1 Council performance 

3.1.1 Specific performance areas 
Respondents were asked to rate Council's performance in the last 12 months with respect to 
eight areas of responsibility: 

• Local roads and footpaths 
• Recreation facilities 
• Appearance of public areas 
• Traffic management and parking facilities 
• Waste management 
• Enforcement of local laws 
• Economic development 
• Town planning policy and approvals. 

 

Table 5: Specific performance ratings 

Performance measure 
Mean 
score 

Needs 
a lot of 
impro-
vement 

Needs 
some 
impro-
vement 

Adeq-
uate  Good  

Excell-
ent  

Don’t 
know 

Waste management                              3.2 8% 15% 30% 34% 10% 2% 
Recreation facilities                          3.1 8% 18% 31% 31% 6% 6% 
Appearance of public areas          2.9 13% 23% 29% 28% 7% 1% 
Enforcement of local laws                                2.8 11% 18% 34% 17% 3% 17% 
Local roads and footpaths          2.5 21% 28% 32% 16% 2% 1% 
Economic development                          2.4 18% 27% 25% 10% 2% 18% 
Town planning policy and 
approvals  2.3 25% 25% 22% 10% 2% 17% 
Traffic management and parking 
facilities                                  2.1 33% 31% 23% 10% 1% 3% 
Note: mean score calculations represent the weighted score for Newcastle Voice panel 

As shown in Table 5 specific areas of Council responsibility that the majority of respondents 
(50% or more) felt were adequate, good or excellent were: 

• Waste management (74%) 
• Recreation facilities (68%) 
• Appearance of public areas (64%) 
• Enforcement of local laws (54%) 
• Local roads and footpaths (50%). 

Table 6: Specific performance ratings by Ward 

Performance measure 
 

Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4 
Waste management    3.2 3.4 3.6 3.2 
Enforcement of local laws   2.6 3.0 3.1 2.7 
Note: mean score calculations represent the weighted score for Newcastle Voice panel 
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Table 6 highlights statistical differences between the Wards, these are: 
• Respondent's in Ward 3 rated waste management more highly than those in Wards 1 

and 4 
• Respondent's in Wards 2 and 3 rated enforcement of local laws more highly than 

those in Ward 1. 
 

3.1.2 Governance indicators 
Respondents were asked to rate how well Council performed on a number of governance 
indicators.  These were: 

• Customer contact 
• Consulting with the community and leading discussion on key local issues 
• Representing and lobbying on behalf of the community on key local issues 
• Overall performance of Council (this is a slightly different question to the assessment 

of levels of importance and satisfaction with overall Council performance provided 
later in this report). 

 

Table 7: Specific governance ratings 

Governance 
indicator 

Mean 
score 

Needs a 
lot of 

improve-
ment 

Needs 
some 

improve-
ment Adequate  Good  Excellent  

Don’t 
know 

Customer contact 3.1 11% 14% 24% 25% 10% 17% 
Overall performance 2.5 17% 29% 32% 15% 2% 5% 
Community 
engagement 2.5 20% 26% 27% 17% 3% 7% 
Advocacy 2.3 24% 27% 19% 10% 3% 17% 
Note: mean score calculations represent the weighted score for Newcastle Voice panel 

 

The specific area of Council governance that the majority of respondents (50% or more) felt 
were adequate, good or excellent was customer contact (59%). 

There were no statistical differences between the Wards for any of the governance 
measures assessed. 
 

3.2 Rating of Council Services 
A series of 33 Council services and facilities was presented to participants for rating on both 
importance and satisfaction.  Importance and satisfaction scores on a 1 (low) to 5 (high) are 
summarised in the following tables.  Ranking in the tables are from highest value to lowest 
value according to 2016 results. An investigation of changes in the items rank provides 
further insight into their relative importance/satisfaction to respondents. 
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3.2.1 Importance ratings 
Table 8 summarises the importance ratings for the items from the 2016 survey. 

Table 8: Importance ratings 

Facilities and services Mean 
score 

Not 
impo-
rtant 

Some-
what 
impo-
tant 

Mod-
erately 
import-

ant 

Quite 
imp-

ortant 

Very 
impo-
rtant 

NW/ 
NA 

Long-term planning and vision for the city 4.8 0% 1% 3% 14% 81% 0% 
Garbage collection and disposal 4.6 0% 1% 5% 24% 70% 0% 
Standard of service to ratepayers 4.6 0% 1% 4% 25% 68% 1% 
Council’s performance overall 4.6 0% 1% 6% 24% 68% 2% 
Response to community needs 4.6 0% 1% 6% 27% 65% 1% 
Maintenance of beaches and beach 
facilities 4.5 0% 1% 6% 28% 64% 0% 
Parks and recreation areas 4.5 0% 1% 7% 32% 59% 0% 
Informing residents about Council activities 4.4 0% 3% 8% 31% 57% 0% 
Footpaths in the Newcastle Council area 
are in good condition 4.4 0% 3% 10% 30% 57% 0% 
Community involvement in Council decision 
making 4.4 1% 4% 9% 26% 59% 1% 
Management of residential development 4.4 0% 2% 11% 31% 55% 0% 
Management of the Newcastle CBD 4.4 1% 3% 11% 26% 58% 0% 
Roads in Newcastle Council area are in 
good condition 4.4 0% 2% 10% 36% 51% 0% 
Environmental monitoring and protection 4.3 1% 4% 11% 24% 59% 0% 
Environmental programs to improve the 
environment  4.3 1% 4% 12% 28% 54% 1% 
Regulating traffic flow 4.3 1% 4% 12% 34% 49% 0% 
Provision of facilities and services for the 
aged 4.2 2% 4% 13% 31% 49% 1% 
Parking in the Newcastle CBD 4.2 3% 7% 12% 23% 55% 1% 
Greening and tree preservation 4.2 3% 6% 13% 26% 52% 0% 
Swimming pools 4.2 2% 5% 13% 34% 46% 0% 
Promotion of tourism 4.2 2% 5% 14% 32% 47% 0% 
Street and commercial area cleansing 4.1 0% 5% 17% 36% 42% 0% 
Children’s facilities and services 4.1 3% 5% 13% 33% 44% 1% 
Heritage conservation 4.1 2% 7% 16% 25% 49% 0% 
Facilities and services for youth 4.1 3% 6% 14% 33% 44% 1% 
Library services 4.0 5% 9% 13% 23% 49% 1% 
Sporting facilities 4.0 3% 6% 17% 36% 38% 1% 
Council’s buildings and assets 
maintenance 4.0 1% 6% 17% 40% 34% 1% 
Providing cycleways 4.0 7% 8% 14% 22% 49% 1% 
Footpaths in the Newcastle area look good 3.9 2% 7% 20% 36% 34% 0% 
Roads in Newcastle Council area look 
good 3.8 3% 8% 24% 36% 29% 0% 
Arts, entertainment and culture 3.8 7% 11% 15% 27% 39% 1% 
Sponsorship of community events and 
programs 3.6 6% 12% 22% 31% 28% 2% 
Note: mean score calculations represent the weighted score for Newcastle Voice panel 
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3.2.1.1 Importance ratings by Ward 
Table 9 highlights the Mean scores by Ward.  Statistical comparisons have been made 
between the Wards. 

Table 9: Importance ratings by Ward 

Facilities and services Mean scores 
2016 W1 W2 W3 W4 

Long-term planning and vision for the city 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.6 
Garbage collection and disposal 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.6 4.7 
Maintenance of beaches and beach facilities 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.5 4.4 
Parks and recreation areas 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.3 
Community involvement in Council decision 
making 4.4 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.2 
Management of residential development 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.4 
Management of the Newcastle CBD 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.3 4.1 
Roads in Newcastle Council area are in good 
condition 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.6 
Environmental monitoring and protection 4.3 4.5 4.2 4.3 4.1 
Environmental programs to improve the 
environment  4.3 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.0 
Greening and tree preservation 4.2 4.3 4.1 4.2 3.9 
Heritage conservation 4.1 4.3 4.1 4.1 3.5 
Sporting facilities 4.0 3.9 4.2 4.1 4.0 
Providing cycleways 4.0 4.1 4.2 3.9 3.4 
Arts, entertainment and culture 3.8 4.1 3.8 3.6 3.3 
Note: mean score calculations represent the weighted score for Newcastle Voice panel 

Principle observations from Table 8 and Table 9 indicate that: 
• All items are highly rated by respondents (no item rated below the neutral level) 
• Four of the most important five items as rated by participants are more subjective in 

nature; long-term planning and vision for the city, standard of service to ratepayers, 
Council's performance overall and response to community needs.  Garbage 
collection and disposal was also in the top five most important items 

• Participants in Ward 1 placed a higher level of importance on: 
o environmental monitoring and protection than all other Wards 
o greening and tree preservation and community involvement in Council 

decision making than those in Ward 4 
o environmental programs and arts, entertainment and culture than 

respondents in Wards 3 and 4 
• Participants in Wards 1 and 2 placed a higher level of importance on: 

o long-term planning and vision for the city, providing cycleways, maintenance 
of beaches and management of the CBD than those in Ward 4 

o management of residential development than those in Ward 3 
• Participants in Ward 4 placed the highest level of importance compared to all other 

Wards on roads in Newcastle are in good condition. Participants from this Ward also 
placed the lowest level of importance compared with all other Wards on Parks and 
recreation areas and heritage conservation. 
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• Participants in Ward 2 placed a higher level of importance on: 
o garbage collection and disposal than those in Ward 3 
o sporting facilities than those in Ward 1. 

3.2.1.2 Importance rankings over time 
The importance of facilities and services was also asked in the 2014 Community Survey. 
The rank order of the 33 facilities and services for 2014 and 2016 are presented in Table 10. 
Table 10:  Importance ranking over time 

Facilities and services  
Rank 

  

 
2014 2016 

Change 2014-
2016 

Long-term planning and vision for the city 1 1 0 
 

Garbage collection and disposal 2 2 0 
 

Standard of service to ratepayers 5 3 2  

Council’s performance overall 6 4 2  

Response to community needs 3 5 -2  

Maintenance of beaches and beach facilities 4 6 -2  

Parks and recreation areas 7 7 0 
 

Informing residents about Council activities 8 8 0 
 

Footpaths in the Newcastle Council area are in good 
condition 11 9 2  

Community involvement in Council decision making 9 10 -1  

Management of residential development 14 11 3  

Management of the Newcastle CBD 10 12 -2  

Roads in Newcastle Council area are in good condition 13 13 0 
 

Environmental monitoring and protection 17 14 3  

Environmental programs to improve the environment  22 15 7  

Regulating traffic flow 24 16 8  

Provision of facilities and services for the aged 16 17 -1  

Parking in the Newcastle CBD 28 18 10  

Greening and tree preservation 23 19 4  

Swimming pools 12 20 -8  

Promotion of tourism 18 21 -3  

Street and commercial area cleansing 25 22 3  

Children’s facilities and services 15 23 -8  

Heritage conservation 26 24 2  

Facilities and services for youth 19 25 -6  

Library services 20 26 -6  

Sporting facilities 21 27 -6  

Council’s buildings and assets maintenance 27 28 -1  

Providing cycleways 30 29 1  

Footpaths in the Newcastle area look good 32 30 2  

Roads in Newcastle Council area look good 33 31 2  

Arts, entertainment and culture 29 32 -3  

Sponsorship of community events and programs 31 33 -2  
Note:  indicates ranking has improved since previous survey, . indicates ranking has declined since previous survey 
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The ranking of Council's facilities and services in terms of importance was similar from 2014 
to 2016. Nine of the top 10 facilities and services in 2014 remained in the top 10 in 2016. 
The new entrant in 2016 was management of the Newcastle CBD. 

Similarly, the bottom ranked 10 facilities and services showed little variation from 2014 to 
2016.  Seven of the facilities or services ranked in the bottom 10 in 2014 remained in the 
bottom in 2016.  The three facilities and services to enter the bottom 10 in 2016 (i.e. their 
importance ranking declined since 2014) were: 

• Facilities and services for youth 
• Library services 
• Sporting facilities 

 
The largest single increase in relative level of importance (rank order position) was for 
parking in the Newcastle CBD, which increased from rank 28 in 2014 to rank 18 in 2016.  At 
the other end of the spectrum, the largest decline in rank order position was equally shared 
for swimming pools (declined from rank 12 in 2014 to rank 20 in 2016) and children's 
facilities and services (declined from rank 15 in 2014 to rank 23 in 2016).  Figure 1 
summarises the top three increases and decreases in relative importance (rank order 
position) since the last survey was undertaken.  

Figure 1: Top three changes in levels of importance over time 

 
NOTE: With the exception of Beresfield, swimming pools in the Newcastle LGA are no longer run by private operators, which 
could have influenced the decline in importance.  

3.2.2 Satisfaction 
In this section respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with 33 services and 
facilities provided by the Newcastle City Council; these were grouped into eight key service 
areas:  

• Arts and culture  
• Council communication 
• General services 
• Infrastructure and traffic 
• Planning and development 
• Recreation 
• Services for special needs groups  
• Waste and environment. 
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Table 11 highlights the satisfaction ratings from the 2016 survey. 
Table 11: Satisfaction ratings 

Facilities and services Mean 
score 

Very 
dissat-
isfied 

Dissat-
isfied Neither 

Satis-
fied 

Very 
satisfied 

Not 
aware
/ NA 

Library services 4.1 1% 4% 12% 53% 22% 8% 
Maintenance of beaches and beach 
facilities 3.8 3% 8% 13% 61% 13% 2% 
Parks and recreation areas 3.8 5% 9% 16% 59% 11% 1% 
Garbage collection and disposal 3.7 7% 12% 12% 51% 17% 1% 
Sporting facilities 3.7 3% 6% 23% 54% 6% 8% 
Swimming pools 3.6 4% 9% 19% 52% 8% 8% 
Arts, entertainment and culture 3.6 4% 11% 22% 48% 10% 6% 
Environmental programs to improve the 
environment  3.6 4% 11% 26% 43% 6% 10% 
Sponsorship of community events and 
programs 3.6 2% 8% 30% 44% 6% 11% 
Children’s facilities and services 3.4 3% 11% 29% 31% 3% 23% 
Council’s buildings and assets 
maintenance 3.3 3% 14% 34% 41% 2% 6% 
Street and commercial area cleansing 3.3 6% 17% 24% 49% 3% 1% 
Greening and tree preservation 3.3 7% 19% 25% 38% 5% 5% 
Environmental monitoring and 
protection 3.3 6% 15% 30% 32% 4% 14% 
Informing residents about Council 
activities 3.3 7% 22% 22% 40% 6% 3% 
Roads in Newcastle Council area are in 
good condition 3.3 7% 19% 24% 46% 3% 0% 
Standard of service to ratepayers 3.2 8% 19% 23% 42% 5% 3% 
Roads in Newcastle Council area look 
good 3.2 5% 15% 31% 46% 2% 1% 
Facilities and services for youth 3.2 5% 15% 30% 23% 2% 25% 
Provision of facilities and services for 
the aged 3.2 4% 15% 32% 23% 2% 25% 
Footpaths in the Newcastle area look 
good 3.2 7% 19% 28% 43% 2% 1% 
Heritage conservation 3.1 9% 18% 30% 34% 2% 6% 
Response to community needs 3.1 9% 23% 28% 32% 3% 4% 
Promotion of tourism 3.1 7% 19% 31% 35% 2% 6% 
Council’s performance overall 3.1 11% 21% 24% 38% 4% 2% 
Regulating traffic flow 3.1 10% 20% 30% 37% 2% 1% 
Footpaths in the Newcastle Council 
areas are in good condition 3.0 9% 25% 23% 41% 2% 1% 
Community involvement in Council 
decision making 3.0 11% 24% 26% 31% 3% 4% 
Providing cycleways 3.0 12% 24% 24% 30% 4% 5% 
Management of residential development 3.0 10% 23% 29% 30% 1% 7% 
Management of the Newcastle CBD 2.7 16% 32% 25% 22% 1% 4% 
Long-term planning and vision for the 
city 2.6 20% 32% 19% 21% 3% 6% 
Parking in the Newcastle CBD 2.4 26% 35% 18% 17% 2% 2% 
Note: mean score calculations represent the weighted score for Newcastle Voice panel 
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These results show that: 
• Three facilities and services received a score below the neutral score of 3.0, 

indicating that, on balance, respondents were dissatisfied with them.  These were: 
o management of the Newcastle CBD (48% either dissatisfied or very 

dissatisfied) 
o long-term planning and vision for the city (52% either dissatisfied or very 

dissatisfied) 
o parking in the Newcastle CBD (61% either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied) 

• Four facilities and services received a score of 3.0, indicating that participants had a 
neutral view.  These were: 

o council areas are in good condition 
o community involvement in Council decision making 
o providing cycleways 
o management of residential development 

• Library services, maintenance of beaches and beach facilities and parks and 
recreation areas received the highest levels of satisfaction.  At least seven in 10 
respondents were either satisfied or very satisfied with these facilities and services. 

• There were a relatively high proportion (approximately one-quarter) of not aware/NA 
responses for children's facilities and services, facilities and services for youth and 
provision of facilities and services for the aged.  This is unsurprising as these are 
niche services not utilised by the wider population. 

 

3.2.2.1 Satisfaction ratings by Ward 

Table 12 shows the mean satisfaction score for each of the 32 Council facilities and services 
for each Ward. All mean scores are out of five, where higher scores indicate greater 
satisfaction.  

 
Table 12: Satisfaction ratings by Ward 

Facilities and services Overall Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4 
Swimming pools 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.4 
Children’s facilities and services 3.4 3.3 3.5 3.6 3.3 
Council’s buildings and assets maintenance 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.2 
Street and commercial area cleansing 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.5 3.2 
Greening and tree preservation 3.3 3.0 3.3 3.4 3.5 
Environmental monitoring and protection 3.3 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.5 
Facilities and services for youth 3.2 3.0 3.3 3.3 3.2 
Provision of facilities and services for the aged 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.3 3.1 
Footpaths in the Newcastle area look good 3.2 3.0 3.3 3.3 3.0 
Heritage conservation 3.1 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.3 
Providing cycleways 3.0 2.7 2.8 3.2 3.3 
Management of residential development 3.0 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.0 

Note: mean score calculations represent the weighted score for Newcastle Voice panel 
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Overall, the top 10 facilities and services were very similar across the Wards.  Significant 
differences in levels of satisfaction between Wards were noted in the following areas: 

• Residents in Ward 1 were significantly less satisfied than those in the other Wards 
with environmental monitoring and protection, greening and tree preservation and 
providing cycleways (residents in Ward 2 were also significantly less satisfied than 
Wards 3 and 4 with cycleway provision) 

• Respondents in Ward 3 were: 
o more satisfied than all other Wards with children's facilities and services and 

Council's building and asset maintenance 
o more satisfied than those in Wards 1 and 4 with street and commercial area 

cleansing, provision of facilities and services for the aged and swimming 
pools 

o more satisfied than those in Wards 1 and 2 with management of residential 
development 

• Residents in Wards 2 and 3 were more satisfied than the other Wards with how 
footpaths in the Newcastle area look  

• Residents in Wards 2 and 3 were more satisfied than those in Ward 1 with facilities 
and services for youth 

• Residents in Wards 3 and 4 were more satisfied than those in Ward 1 with heritage 
conservation. This is the only facility or service where Ward 4 had a significantly 
higher level of satisfaction than another Ward. 
 

3.2.2.2 Satisfaction rankings over time 
Satisfaction with facilities and services was also asked in the 2014 Community Survey. The 
rank order of the 33 facilities and services for 2014 and 2016 are presented in Table 13. 
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Table 13: Satisfaction rankings over time 

Facilities and services  
Rank  

 
2014 2016 

Change 
2014-2016 

Library services 1 1 0 
 

Maintenance of beaches and beach facilities 3 2 1  

Parks and recreation areas 5 3 2  

Garbage collection and disposal 2 4 -2  

Sporting facilities 4 5 -1  

Swimming pools 15 6 9  

Arts, entertainment and culture 18 7 11  

Environmental programs to improve the environment  6 8 -2  

Sponsorship of community events and programs 8 9 -1  

Children’s facilities and services 14 10 4  

Council’s buildings and assets maintenance 22 11 11  

Street and commercial area cleansing 12 12 0 
 

Greening and tree preservation 9 13 -4  

Environmental monitoring and protection 10 14 -4  

Informing residents about Council activities 20 15 5  

Roads in Newcastle Council area look good 7 16 -9  

Standard of service to ratepayers 19 17 2  

Roads in Newcastle Council area are in good 
condition 11 18 -7  

Facilities and services for youth 29 19 10  

Provision of facilities and services for the aged 21 20 1  

Footpaths in the Newcastle area look good 13 21 -8  

Heritage conservation 27 22 5  

Response to community needs 30 23 7  

Promotion of tourism 23 24 -1  

Council’s performance overall 25 25 0 
 

Regulating traffic flow 17 26 -9  

Footpaths in the Newcastle Council area are in good 
condition 16 27 -11  

Community involvement in Council decision making 28 28 0 
 

Providing cycleways 26 29 -3  

Management of residential development 24 30 -6  

Management of the Newcastle CBD 32 31 1  

Long-term planning and vision for the city 33 32 1  

Parking in the Newcastle CBD 31 33 -2  
Note:  indicates ranking has improved since previous survey, . indicates ranking has declined since previous survey 

The ranking of Council facilities and services in terms of satisfaction was similar from 2014 
to 2016. Seven of the top 10 facilities and services in 2014 remained in the top 10 in 2016. 
The three new entrants into the top 10 most satisfied facilities or services in 2016 were: 

• Swimming pools 
• Arts, entertainment and culture 
• Children's facilities and services. 
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Similarly, the bottom ranked 10 facilities and services showed little variation from 2014 to 
2016. Seven of the facilities or services ranked in the bottom 10 in 2014 remained in the 
bottom 10 in 2016. The three facilities and services to enter the bottom 10 in 2016 (i.e. their 
relative level of satisfaction declined since 2014) were: 
 

•  Promotion of tourism 
• Regulating traffic flow 
• Footpaths in the Newcastle CBD are in good condition. 

 
The largest single improvement in relative levels of satisfaction (in terms of rank order 
position from 2014 to 2016) was equally shared for arts, entertainment and culture 
(increased from rank 18 in 2014 to rank 7 in 2016) and Council's buildings and asset 
maintenance (increased from rank 22 in 2014 to rank 11 in 2016). At the other end of the 
spectrum, that largest decline in rank order position was for footpaths in the Newcastle 
Council area are in good condition, which dropped from rank 16 in 2014 to rank 27 in 2016.  
 
Figure 2 summarises the top three increases and decreases since the last survey was 
undertaken. 
 
Figure 2: Top three increases in satisfaction over time 

 
Note: The increase in satisfaction for facilities and services for youth could be due to the opening of Empire Park skate park, as 
well as the closure of The Loft lowering satisfaction levels in the 2014 survey 

3.2.3 Driver analysis 
 
A Shapley Value regression analysis was conducted as a means of identifying those 
attributes most important in driving overall satisfaction. The analysis was conducted on the 
facilities and services for which satisfaction ratings were obtained1. The results provide 
clarity about what Council should focus on for future business planning and budgeting. 
 

                                                           
1 Note: Regression analysis based on survey Q7. Response to community needs and Standard of service to ratepayers were 
excluded from the analysis given their strong correlation with the dependent variable, Council’s overall performance 
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The analysis sorted the attributes into four groups, with the lower right quadrant of high 
importance but relatively low satisfaction capturing services that are priorities for 
improvement. The four quadrants are summarised in Figure 3 below. 
 
 
Figure 3: Key driver regression analysis 

 

 
Figure 4 and Table 14 provide a summary of the regression analysis and guidance as to the 
key areas that Council needs to focus on moving forward. 
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Figure 4: Driver analysis - importance vs performance 

 
 

Table 14:  Priority areas 

 

1 Library services Assess present practise
2 Arts, entertainment and culture Assess present practise
3 Sponsorship of community events and programs Assess present practise
4 Community involvement in Council decision making High Priority
5 Informing residents about Council activities High Priority
6 Roads in Newcastle Council area are in good condition Assess present practise
7 Roads in Newcastle Council area look good Assess present practise
8 Regulating traffic flow Low Priority
9 Street and commercial area cleansing Assess present practise

10 Parking in the Newcastle CBD Low Priority
11 Providing cycleways Low Priority
12 Footpaths in the Newcastle Council area are in good condition Low Priority
13 Footpaths in the Newcastle area look good Low Priority
14 Council's buildings and assets maintenance Assess present practise
15 Management of residential development Low Priority
16 Heritage conservation Low Priority
17 Management of the Newcastle CBD High Priority
18 Promotion of tourism Low Priority
19 Long-term planning and vision for the city High Priority
20 Maintenance of beaches and beach facilities Assess present practise
21 Parks and recreation areas Maintain
22 Sporting facilities Assess present practise
23 Swimming pools Assess present practise
24 Children's facilities and services Assess present practise
25 Provision of facilities and services for the aged Low Priority
26 Facilities and services for youth Low Priority
27 Garbage collection and disposal Assess present practise
28 Greening and tree preservation Low Priority
29 Environmental monitoring and protection Low Priority
30 Environmental programs to improve the environment Assess present practise

Waste and 
environment

Arts and culture

Council 
communication

Infrastructure and 
traffic

Planning and 
development

Recreation

Special needs 
groups
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Council was generally seen to be performing well in relation to recreation, waste, 
environment, and roads.  The areas to emerge from the analysis as key drivers of 
satisfaction related to community engagement were: 

• Community involvement in Council decision making 
• Informing residents about council activities 
• Long-term planning and vision for the city 
• Management of the CBD. 

 
Four of the key drivers in 2014 remain key drivers in 2016 (highlighted in yellow in Figure 5). 
While there has been some improvement in satisfaction with informing residents about 
Council activities since 2014, there is still room for improvement.  There has been very little, 
or no, change in satisfaction since 2014 with community involvement with Council decision 
making, long-term planning and vision for the city and management of the CBD; these 
remain areas for focus. 
 
 
Figure 5: Key drivers - 2014 vs 2016 

 
 

3.2.4 Respondent comments 
 

At the end of the survey, respondents were given the opportunity to nominate what area(s) 
Council should focus to improve their overall satisfaction in an open-ended question. In total, 
558 respondents left a comment. Many respondents made very specific and comprehensive 
suggestions on areas for improvement. Other made general comments on a diverse range of 
topics.   

A number of new topic codes were added to the code frame for open comments to enable 
identification of emerging topics and themes as well as to enable comments to be more 
effectively utilised by Council departments.  Three existing theme codes were amended to 
broaden their scope and 13 new topics were added within the existing areas of 
responsibility, as set out in Table 15. A full list of topics used in the code frame can be found 
in Appendix II Code Frame for Open Comments. 
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Table 15: New and amended comment codes 

New and amended codes for open comments 

Area of Responsibility New or amended topics 

Arts and culture 'Support for' was added to 'Sponsorship for community events and 
programs'. 

 
General services Customer service / complaint management 

 
Infrastructure and traffic 

Parking - non CBD/beaches 

 
Light rail route 

 
Mobility and disability access to streets and buildings 

 
'Do sell assets/' was added to 'Don’t sell assets' 

 Planning and development 
Economic development / business support 

 
Integrated transport plan/planning 

 
'Old rail corridor use' was added to 'Newcastle CBD/Hunter Street' 

 
Recreation services and 
facilities 

Community services general 

 
Community facilities general 

 Water and environment 
Sustainable living 

 
Pets and animals 

 
Councillor and administration 

Council merger 

 
Governance general 

 
Relationship and coordination with State and Federal 

 

 

 

The areas of responsibilities which received the most comments were Infrastructure & 
Traffic, Planning & Development and Councillor and Administration.  Table 16 shows the 
total number of comments relating to each Area of Responsibility. 

Table 16: Areas of responsibility by number of respondents 

Areas of responsibility by number of additional comments No. 

Infrastructure and traffic 493 

Planning and development 305 

Councillor and administration 180 

Waste and environment 114 

Council communication and consultation 91 

Recreation services and facilities 89 

General services 62 

Arts and culture 45 

Other 41 

Services for special needs groups 28 

 

Table 17 shows the top 10 topics most frequently mentioned by respondents in the open 
comments question.  
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Table 17: Top 10 themes from additional comments  

Rank Top 10 areas noted in additional comments No. % 

1 Newcastle CBD / Hunter Street/old rail corridor use 79 12% 

2 Parking in the Newcastle CBD and beach areas 72 11% 

3 Public transport: Rail & bus 68 10% 

4 Light rail route 67 10% 

5 Community involvement in Council decision making / Listen to community 63 10% 

6 Providing or improving cycleways 56 9% 

7 Footpaths / Pedestrian access 56 9% 

8 Residential development / Commercial development 55 8% 

9 Long-term planning and vision for the city 55 8% 

10 Less politics/grandstanding/infighting, work together for Newcastle 50 8% 
 

While the topic 'Newcastle CBD /Hunter Street/old rail corridor use' was the most frequently 
mentioned topic, as in 2014, there were a number of differences between the topics 
commented on in 2016 from the previous survey in 2014.  Most notable is the rise in interest 
in, and concerns about, parking in the CBD and beaches area, and public transport issues 
including the potential route of the proposed light rail line.    

'Parking in the CBD and beach areas' was not identified as a top 10 issue in 2014, in 2016 
however, 11 per cent of respondents made comments relating to parking, making it the 
second most commented on topic. 

Topics related to transportation and movement, including car parking, all aspects and kinds 
of public transport, cycling and footpaths/pedestrians, all received higher numbers of 
comments in this survey than in 2014. Respondent's comments often noted a link between 
one or more of the transport and movement issues, and there were 30 comments relating to 
integrated transport and transport planning (which is why this was added as a separate 
topic). 

Topics that had gained enough comments in 2014 to be identified in the top 10 topics, but 
which received significantly less comments this year include: 

• Art and Culture (32 comments, 5% in 2016) 
• Tourism (32 comments = 5%) 
• Informing residents about Council activities and/or decision (28 comments = 4%) 
• Heritage conservation (26 comments = 4%) 

Also of note was the fact that there were no comments received about the Laman Street fig 
trees or about the need for a visitor information centre, both topics which had been 
commented on significantly in previous years. 
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3.2.4.1 Topic summary  
Following is a summary of comments raised in the top 10 commented on topics with a 
selection of quotes showing the range of issues raised by respondents. Some quotes have 
been edited for grammar and to improve understanding. The full list of verbatim comments 
can be found in Appendix III Verbatim responses to open question. 

Newcastle CBD / Hunter Street/old rail corridor use 

A wide range of comments, suggestions and concerns were made regarding the Newcastle 
CBD and Hunter Street area. Comments about the potential uses for the decommissioned 
heavy rail corridor where added to this topic. Comments simply calling for the reinstatement 
of the heavy rail train service, rather than nominating alternative land uses were coded as  
'Public transport: Rail & Bus' and not included in this section.  

Many respondents wanted Council to focus on creating a vibrant and thriving CBD area for 
residents, business and tourists. There was acknowledgement that this work is underway but 
many people felt more could be done. There were differing views on the type and scale of 
development needed, especially as it related to building heights and heritage buildings. 

A large number of people that raised issues relating to the CBD and Hunter Street area also 
raised concerns about transport and parking issues.  

The role of NSW Government agencies in the redevelopment of the CBD was commented 
on by many respondents, as was Councils relationship with, and ability to, influence the 
NSW Government departments. 

Make the city busy and accessible - more high rise, more parking and more frequent public 
transport. 
 
Council should concentrate on the CBD at this stage. For a city to prosper it needs a vibrant 
CBD. …. We need better building designs in the CBD, not boxes. Taller and better looking 
buildings, will act as a catalyst for other developers. Demolish out dated and useless building. 
 
The sale and development of any part of the Newcastle Rail Corridor must be prevented in 
the long term interests of the community and business. 
 
Lobby for green corridor or community friendly development where train line was removed - 
do not allow high story construction near harbour. 
 
Graffiti and overall appearance of Hunter Street looks … rather grotty, dirty and uninviting to 
persons who visit, live and work in the area. Council should be able to have more power to 
assist business owners to care for their properties especially if they are vacant. 
 
Encouraging development in our city. 
 
Stand firm on inner city development, ensuring that our heritage is preserved, particularly the 
low-rise nature of the eastern portion of the CBD and preserving the sight lines between 
harbour and the cathedral.  
 
Bring back the post office to its formal glory or put pressure on state/ federal government to 
have this done. 
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Parking in the Newcastle CBD and beach areas 

The majority of comments about parking in the CBD and beach areas were calling for more 
parking spaces or improvements to the permit and payment systems for parking. There was 
a general view that there was not enough parking spaces available in these key locations. 
Many people felt that this situation had been made worse by the closing of the train line and 
the increase in apartments in these locations. 
 
Residents had specific concerns about the permit system and reduced options for visitor 
parking.  There were also concerns about the enforcement of parking limits and permits, 
especially by residents. A number of people commented on the fact that new apartment 
buildings did not have sufficient parking incorporated into them and this was likely to 
increase parking problems in the future. 
 
A number of people felt that if cycling and public transport options were improved this could 
reduce the demand for the limited parking spaces. 
 
 

Off street parking at many locations (libraries, parks and particularly beaches and the CBD) is 
inadequate. It may require spending some of our scarce income to resume property, or close 
roads and provide alternative routes for traffic, to obtain the space for more parking. 
 
Make parking in the CBD more accessible for those who cannot afford to pay … especially 
now that there are no trains. People for outlying areas should be able to go to these areas 
without having to pay. 
 
Implement the Parking Study developed last year. 
 
It is becoming almost impossible for inner city RESIDENTS to park - despite the fact we have 
to pay for "precinct" parking - which really means nothing if we cannot park.  
 
I am so tired of … an endless focus on "parking". The reality is we need to eliminate cars to 
the lowest level possible in the CBDS. This is happening in all major cities. 
 
As a regular beach goer, car parking and vehicle access at city beaches definitely needs to 
be improved, recognising that most surfers and other beach goers need to drive to the beach. 
Trying to find a carpark at the beach on the weekend, especially at Nobby's, is a joke. 
 

Public transport: Rail & bus 

There were a range of concerns relating to a belief that there was a reduction in public 
transport options and infrastructure in and across the city.  The majority of comments related 
to bus, train and light rail into the CBD area. There were however a significant number that 
also commented on public transport to key locations such as the airport, John Hunter 
Hospital, beaches and the University of Newcastle.  A lack of public transport options in the 
outer suburbs was also an issue for some people. 

Because there were such a large number of comments relating to the proposed light rail 
system, a new code was added to capture comments specifically about the route of the 
proposed light rail (see below).  Comments about the design of the light rail system tracks, 
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the need for it and the effectiveness of light rail were covered in' Public Transport: Rail & 
Bus'.  

Reinstating the heavy rail line and train service to Newcastle CBD was raised by many 
respondents. 

Again may people linked public transport issues to other transport issues such as cycle 
ways, parking and land use planning. 

While a few people did acknowledge that Council has a limited role in public transport many 
people wanted Council to be more actively involved in integrated transport planning and 
provision of public transport infrastructure. 

Negotiate with providers of public transport for increased services, better timetables, 
synchronised services and high class facilities at any transport interchange. 
 
Put rail trains back to Newcastle Station. 
 
Seating for bus users. There was seating, now it is gone and hasn't been replaced …,  very 
inconvenient and uncomfortable for older people who mostly catch bus. 
 
Support the transport interchange and rail line removal and redevelopment. 
 
I want better public transport, including a really well integrated public transport service across 
all modes of transport. Start building REAL bike lanes…, and get buses that are faster more 
frequent and more targeted, to serve high demand destinations (e.g. the Uni).   
 
The light rail has to have rails flush with the pavement, in order to connect the city to the 
harbour for pedestrians, bikers, cars.  
 
We know that the train line cut is not your fault however there is NO real solution to transport 
into town other than in the car or on the bike (which is impractical with children). 

 

Light rail route 

The route of the proposed light rail line in the CBD area emerged as a significant issue in the 
comments with 10 per cent of respondents remarking on it.  The majority of comments were 
opposed to the light rail being located on Hunter Street. Most felt that the light rail should be 
located on the existing rail corridor. A range of reasons were given for this view, including 
impacts on traffic, businesses, parking, pedestrian access and Civic Park. 
 
The relationship between Council and the NSW Government on this issue was raised by 
many people. Most people felt that Council needed to be more assertive in opposing the 
NSW Government proposal for the light rail line, however, there was some support to the 
NSW Government initiative. 
 
A number of people also commented on the fact that the proposed light rail route was very 
short and they felt that it should be extended to other areas of Newcastle (e.g. The Junction) 
now or into the future.  
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The Light Rail needs to use the public transport corridor i.e. the rail line all the way to 
Newcastle Station. 
 
Keep Hunter Street free of light rail. If the suggested rail line sits above the tarmac, how will 
disabled people cross the street? 
 
Stand up for the community by refusing to allow the state government to carve a slice off Civic 
Park so they can put their tram in Hunter St, when everyone believes it should be on the old 
rail line. 
 
Work with the state government to make the most of the light rail. Stop being a roadblock. 
 
Put a light rail that becomes a loop that extends around Fort Scratchley and around up past 
King Edward park, Bar  Beach and run back along Parkview back to Wickham, working a 
continuous 10 minute timetable that becomes a useful transport link for everyone to use … 
and a great tourist attraction, getting rid of parking problems. 
 
I want the light rail service to be installed with an active plan for where to extend it next (e.g., 
the  John Hunter Hospital, the airport, the Uni, the beaches from at least Nobby's through to 
Merewether).   

 

Community involvement in Council decision making / listen to community 

The number of comments relating to community involvement in decision making and 
listening to the community was very similar to the 2014 survey.  The majority of people that 
made comments relating to this topic were in favour of greater community involvement in 
Council decision making and Council business.   

Some people believe that the quality of community engagement need to be improved rather 
than the quantity, and that there needed to be closer links between community consultation 
outcomes and the final decisions made. 

A range of comments related to the fact that some interest groups were perceived to had 
greater access and influence on Council decision making and that the general public's views 
did not have as much influence as some stakeholder or 'minority' groups.   

There were also a number of comments relating to the view that the NSW Government was 
making decisions about Newcastle that did not reflect the needs of Novocastrians. 

 
Consult the community on issues and take their opinions into account.  
 
The community feels that you consult us just to tick the boxes and that what we say has no 
relevance. 
 
We seem to have endless meetings, discussions, surveys with no outcome. 
 
Disappointed with factional infighting and would like to see stronger consultation and decision 
making regarding CBD revitalisation and light rail.   
 
The Council ask for community opinion through surveys etc. but rarely engage in-person. I 
don't see the info gathered from online requests for feedback being applied in Council 
decision making. 
 
Concentrate on core activities and not pander to the whims of minority self interest groups. 
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Providing or improving cycleways 

There was an increase in the number of people that made comments about cycling and 
cycleways in this year's survey and it moved 10th most frequently raised topic in 2014 to 6th 
most frequently raised topic this year.  There was strong support for more dedicated 
cycleways and improvements to the cycleway network. 
 
Improving the safety of cyclist and cycle routes was a high priority for many people that 
raised issues relating to cycling.  The provision of dedicated cycle routes that separated 
cyclists from motorists and pedestrians, was strongly supported. 
 
A number of people felt that an increase in, and improvements to, cycleways could reduce 
pressures on parking, have benefits for tourism, and improve environmental sustainability. 
 

Increased provision of an integrated and connected cycleway network. 
 
I would ride my bike more rather than use a car if I could travel safely off road on my bike. 
 
If you want cyclists to use the on-road "cycle lanes" GET THE PARKED CARS OUT OF 
THEM (yes I was shouting). Stop painting cycle symbols where cars park. 
 
Cycle-ways, Newcastle is perfect for cycling and would alleviate parking problems in the CBD 
if more effort was put into providing a pro cycle city.  
 
Council should focus on inner-urban cycleways where they are needed for day to day life, as 
well as the regional recreational and tourist routes such as Shortland-Maitland and Hexham-
Pelaw Main. 
 
Require provision of cycle racks in any new inner city building for occupants and visitors to 
the building and provide such racks in all public places. 

 

Footpaths / pedestrian access 

Issue, suggestions and concerns linked to footpaths and pedestrian access were raised by 
more than nine per cent of respondents that made comments. This was a significant 
increase from the 2014 survey where the issue did not rate in the top ten topics. 

While there was acknowledgement in the comments that footpaths and pedestrian access 
has been improved in some areas, especially the Bathers Way, many people felt that more 
footpaths were needed in suburbs outside of the CBD and coastal areas and that the quality 
of footpaths could be improved in many suburbs. 

The importance of well-designed and well maintained footpaths for people with disabilities, 
the elderly, and for people with prams and young children, was stressed by a number of 
respondents. 

I'm very pleased about the relatively new shared footpath by New Lambton South School, and 
the new shared path near Hamilton North School. These are great! More please. 
 
Very few pavements/sidewalks allow disabled bodies in wheelchairs and mobility scooters 
access.  
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The footpaths, particularly around Mayfield/Islington area were awful before the NBN went in 
and now they are atrocious. It makes it difficult for people with mobility issues, older people 
and parents with prams to get around.  
 
If we catch the train ... to Tarro park (for sports), there are no footpaths to get to the park 
…and we are forced to take the pram on the road. Surely the community deserves a footpath 
when there has been millions spent in the coastal areas. 
 
More Bathers Way footpaths. 

 

Residential development / commercial development 

A wide range of issues, suggestions and complaints were raised relating to residential and 
commercial development. There were slightly less comments on this topic in this survey than 
in 2014.  
 
Many comments related to the development application and approvals process. Most of 
these thought that the process could be streamlined or made quicker. 
 
There were also a diverse range of comments specific to development and building design 
requirements such as building heights, density, aesthetics, proximity to services and parking 
spaces.  Most of these related to the CBD area, however residential density in suburbs 
outside the CDB was raised as an issue, especially as it related to impacts on parking and 
access to integrated services. 
 
Comments about high rise development were mixed. Some people were opposed to high 
rise developments while other thought high rise in the CBD would help rejuvenate the area. 
 
 

Focuses on the needs of the residents, especially those who are disadvantaged, including 
affordable housing in the CBD and surrounds i.e. close to health and community services. 
 
PLEASE don't fall into the "modernisation" trap with concrete and high rises. 
 
Development of apartments without suitable parking by the developer is wrong. There should 
be two car parks for each apartment and visitors (parking) for every two apartments. 
 
Ensure we are not inundated with high rise apartments, rather than provided with liveable 
housing in keeping with the city's heritage, and linked by well planned, reliable public 
transport. 
 
Council inhibits affordable housing infill by its rules and regulations which seem to focus on 
promoting business for consultants rather than increasing housing stock in a no-fuss common 
sense way. 

Speeding up development applications and encouraging development in our city. 
 

Long-term planning and vision for the city 

As in 2014, about eight per cent of comments related to the desire or need for a long term 
plan or vision for the city. Some comments felt that there was a long term plan and that 
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Council should focus on continuing to implement it, while others felt that there was a need 
for a long term plan. Many, but not all, comments relating to this topic were specific to the 
CBD area. 
 

Continue the current long term strategy for the CBDs revitalisation. 
 
Ensuring that planning and development activities are carried out consistently and effectively 
with focus on clear short, medium and long term goals (not just in the CBD but through the 
whole Council area).  
 
Long term planning for sustainable residential and economic development, maintaining the 
'small city' lifestyle. 
 
Long term planning with liveability and the environment at the forefront. 
 
Think 30 years ahead when making any decision. 

 

Less politics/grandstanding/infighting, work together for Newcastle 

The 2016 survey saw an increase in the number of comments relating to politics, meetings 
effectiveness and the conduct of Councillors. There was a general view that politics and 
conflict between Councillors was reducing the ability of the organisation to achieve outcomes 
and provide services.  

Less bickering and point-scoring in council meetings. 
 
Stop politicking and look outside the square and see what other areas are doing. 
 
Cut the politics and get on with progress instead of putting obstruction in front of everything 
that is put forward forcing the applicant to constantly jump through hoops or have them walk 
away because it's not worth the hassle. 
 
The elected council act in the interests of the ratepayer instead of their own political 
aspirations.  
 
Cease playing politics and concentrate on core service delivery to ratepayers. 
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Appendix I  Questionnaire 
Council Areas of Responsibility 

 

Q1. In the last twelve months, how has Council performed on the following areas of 
responsibility? Please select one response only. 

 

 

Areas  
Needs a lot of 
improvement  

Needs some 
improvement 
 

Adequate 
(acceptable 
standard) 
 

Good 
(high 
standard) 
 

Excellent 
(outstanding 
performance) 
 

Don’t 
know/ 
Can’t 
say 

Local roads and 
footpaths (excluding 
highways and main roads 
but including roadside 
maintenance) 

      

Recreation facilities 
(includes sporting 
facilities, swimming pools, 
sports fields and 
playgrounds, art centres 
and festivals and library 
services) 

      

Appearance of public 
areas (includes local 
parks and gardens, street 
cleaning and litter 
collection and street trees) 

      

Traffic management and 
parking facilities 
(includes Council 
provision of street and off 
street parking, and local 
road safety) 

      

Waste management 
(includes garbage and 
recyclable collection and 
operation of the tip) 

      

Enforcement of local 
laws (includes food and 
health, noise, animal 
control, parking and fire 
prevention) 

      

Economic development 
(includes business and 
tourism and job creation) 

      

Town planning policy 
and approvals (including 
heritage and 
environmental issues) 
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Q2. Thinking of the most recent contact, how well did Council perform in the way you were 
treated – things like the ease of contact, helpfulness and ability of staff, speed of responses 
and their attitude towards you? We do NOT mean the ACTUAL outcome. Please select one 
response only. 

 

 1-  
Needs a lot of 
improvement  

 2-  
Needs some 
improvement 
 
 

 3-  
Adequate 
(acceptable 
standard) 
 

 4-  
Good (high 
standard) 
 
 

 5- 
Excellent 
(outstanding 
performance) 
 
 

 6- 
Don’t 
know/ 
Can’t say 
 

 

Q3. Over the last 12 months, how would you rate the performance of Council on consulting 
with the community and leading discussion on key social, economic and environmental 
issues which could impact on the local areas, and may require decisions by council? Please 
select one response only. 

 

 1-  
Needs a lot of 
improvement  

 2-  
Needs some 
improvement 
 
 

 3-  
Adequate 
(acceptable 
standard) 
 

 4-  
Good (high 
standard) 
 
 

 5- 
Excellent 
(outstanding 
performance) 
 
 

 6- 
Don’t 
know/ 
Can’t say 
 

 

Q4. In the last twelve months, how well has Council represented and lobbied on behalf of the 
community with other levels of government and private organisations, on key local issues? 
Please select one response only. 

 

 1-  
Needs a lot of 
improvement  

 2-  
Needs some 
improvement 
 
 

 3-  
Adequate 
(acceptable 
standard) 
 

 4-  
Good (high 
standard) 
 
 

 5- 
Excellent 
(outstanding 
performance) 
 
 

 6- 
Don’t 
know/ 
Can’t say 
 

 

Q5. On balance, for the last twelve months, how would you feel about the performance of 
Council, not just on one or two issues, BUT OVERALL across all responsibility areas? 
Please select one response only. 

 

 1-  
Needs a lot of 
improvement  

 2-  
Needs some 
improvement 
 
 

 3-  
Adequate 
(acceptable 
standard) 
 

 4-  
Good (high 
standard) 
 
 

 5- 
Excellent 
(outstanding 
performance) 
 
 

 6- 
Don’t 
know/ 
Can’t say 
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Importance of specific services 

 

The following questions are about specific services and how important they are to you and 
those living in your household. 

Q6. Please indicate how important each of the following is on a scale from not important to 
very important. Please select one response only. 

 

Areas  Not 
important 

Somewhat 
important 

Moderately 
important 

Quite 
important 

Very 
important 

Not 
aware/ 

NA 
Arts & Culture 

Library services       
Arts, entertainment and 
culture       
Sponsorship of 
community events and 
programs 

      

Council Communication 
Community 
involvement in Council 
decision making 

      

Informing residents 
about Council activities       

General Services 
Response to 
community needs       
Standard of service to 
ratepayers       
Council’s performance 
overall       

Infrastructure & Traffic 
Roads in Newcastle 
Council area are in 
good condition 

      

Roads in Newcastle 
Council area look good        
Regulating traffic flow       
Street and commercial 
area cleansing       
Parking in the 
Newcastle CBD       
Providing cycleways       
Footpaths in the 
Newcastle Council 
area are in good 
condition 

      

Footpaths in the 
Newcastle area look 
good  

      

Council’s buildings and 
assets maintenance       
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Areas  Not 
important 

Somewhat 
important 

Moderately 
important 

Quite 
important 

Very 
important 

Not 
aware/ 

NA 
Planning & Development 

Management of 
residential 
development 

      

Heritage conservation       
Management of the 
Newcastle CBD       
Promotion of tourism       
Long-term planning 
and vision for the city       

Recreation Services & Facilities 
Maintenance of 
beaches and beach 
facilities 

      

Parks and recreation 
areas       
Sporting facilities       
Swimming pools       

Services for Special Needs Groups 
Children’s facilities and 
services       
Provision of facilities 
and services for the 
aged 

      

Facilities and services 
for youth       

Waste & Environment 
Garbage collection and 
disposal       
Greening and tree 
preservation       
Environmental 
monitoring and 
protection 

      

Environmental 
programs to improve 
the environment eg. 
coast care program 
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Satisfaction with specific services 

The following questions will ask you to tell us how satisfied you and those living in your 
household are with Council services. 

 

Q7. Could you also indicate how satisfied you are with each of the following on a scale from 
very dissatisfied to very satisfied   Please select one response only. 

 

Areas  Very 
dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neither Satisfied Very satisfied 

Not 
aware/ 

NA 
Arts & Culture 

Library services       
Arts, entertainment 
and culture       
Sponsorship of 
community events and 
programs 

      

Council Communication 
Community 
involvement in Council 
decision making 

      

Informing residents 
about Council activities       

General Services 
Response to 
community needs       
Standard of service to 
ratepayers       
Council’s performance 
overall       

Infrastructure & Traffic 
Roads in Newcastle 
Council area are in 
good condition 

      

Roads in Newcastle 
Council area look good        
Regulating traffic flow       
Street and commercial 
area cleansing       
Parking in the 
Newcastle CBD       
Providing cycleways       
Footpaths in the 
Newcastle Council 
area are in good 
condition 

      

Footpaths in the 
Newcastle area look 
good  

      

Council’s buildings and 
assets maintenance       
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Q8.  What is the main aspect that Council should focus on to increase your overall 
satisfaction with Council’s performance. Please be as specific as possible.  

_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.   

Areas  Very 
dissatisfied Dissatisfied Neither Satisfied Very satisfied 

Not 
aware/ 

NA 
Planning & Development 

Management of 
residential 
development 

      

Heritage conservation       
Management of the 
Newcastle CBD       
Promotion of tourism       
Long-term planning 
and vision for the city       

Recreation Services & Facilities 
Maintenance of 
beaches and beach 
facilities 

      

Parks and recreation 
areas       
Sporting facilities       
Swimming pools       

Services for Special Needs Groups 
Children’s facilities and 
services       
Provision of facilities 
and services for the 
aged 

      

Facilities and services 
for youth       

Waste & Environment 
Garbage collection and 
disposal       
Greening and tree 
preservation       
Environmental 
monitoring and 
protection 

      

Environmental 
programs to improve 
the environment eg. 
coast care program 
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Appendix II Code Frame for Open Comments 
Table 18 below sets out the codes used to allocate open comments to Areas of 
Responsibility so that they comments could be analysed.    New topics that were added to 
the code frame in 2016 are highlighted in yellow. The scope of three pre-existing topics was 
expanded for the 2016 analysis. These are marked with an *.  

Table 18: Code frame for open ended questions 

CODEFRAME   
  Code 

Arts & Culture   
Library services 1 
Arts, entertainment and culture 2 
Sponsorship/support of community events and programs* 3 
Council Communication & Consultation   
Community involvement in Council decision making / Listen to community 10 

Informing residents about Council activities &/or decisions 11 
General Services   
Response to community needs 20 
Standard of service to ratepayers 21 
Customer service / complaint management 22 
Infrastructure & Traffic   
Roads in Newcastle Council area  30 
Traffic: Regulating and safety control 31 
Street and commercial area cleansing 32 
Parking in the Newcastle CBD and beach areas 33 
Providing or improving cycleways 34 
Footpaths / Pedestrian access 35 
Council’s buildings and assets maintenance 36 
Public transport: Rail & bus 37 
Gutters/pot holes 38 
Cruise terminals 39 
Don't sell assets/ do asset sales * 40 
Light rail route 41 
Parking - not CBD/beaches 42 
Mobility and disability access to streets and buildings 43 
Planning & Development   
Residential development / Commercial development 45 
Heritage conservation 46 
Newcastle CBD / Hunter Street/Old rail corridor use * 47 
Promotion of tourism 48 
Long-term planning and vision for the city 49 
DA process 50 
Need Visitor Information Centre 51 
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Integrated transport plan/planning 52 
Economic development / business support 53 
Recreation Services & Facilities   
Beaches and beach facilities / Coastal 55 
Parks and recreation areas 56 
Sporting facilities 57 
Swimming pools 58 
Community facilities general 59 
Community services general 60 
Services for Special Needs Groups   
Children’s facilities and services / playgrounds 65 
Facilities and services for the aged 66 
Facilities and services for youth 67 
Facilities and services for people with disabilities 68 
  69 
Waste & Environment   
Garbage collection and disposal 70 
Bulk waste collection 71 
Greening and tree preservation 72 
Environmental monitoring and protection, programs etc 73 
Sustainable living 74 
Pets and animals 75 
Councillor and Administration   
Budget management 80 
Lost faith in Council / Councillors 81 
Less politics/grandstanding/infighting, work together for Newcastle 82 

Better decision making and/or policy 83 
Ignore minorities 84 
Laman Street/Fig tree  85 
Transparency 86 
Reduce Council staff/wages; Fewer consultants/reviews; Bring in administrator 87 

Retain Council staff (stability) 88 
Governance General 89 
Relationship and coordination with State and Federal Govt /Agencies 94 

Council Merger 95 
Other   
Survey comment / Voice comment 90 
Noise 91 
Don't ignore the West 92 
Focus on basic/core services 93 
Satisfied 97 
None 98 
Other 99 
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Appendix III Verbatim responses to open question 
All verbatim responses are provided in Table 19. Responses have not been edited in any 
way with the exception of profanities or naming of individuals (either Council staff or 
members of the public). 

Table 19: Verbatim responses to open ended questions 

OE_ Q8 
I would like to see more footpaths in neighbourhood streets. The amenities in the surf clubs 
and swimming pools also need to be a priority. 
The preoccupation with the revitalisation of the city centre has been a total distraction. 
Restore the heavy rail line to Newcastle station and very strongly promote tourism is the way 
forward. 
Only 4000 people of the LGA live in the city centre and visitor numbers have crashed. 
The art gallery and library should both be closed down or converted to profit centres. 
Vision, manners and community consultation 
A vision for the city that doesn't change with the wind. 
reinstate Youth Service  
return to curbside recycling 
maintain swimming pools for the community 
make parking in the CBD more accessible for those who can not afford to pay on the 
weekend everyone has a right to use this great recreational area. Not just those who can 
afford to especially now that there is no trains. People for outlying areas should be able to go 
to these areas with out having to pay. 
More intetesting events and activities for the community at a local neighbourhood level 
rather than big events at Honeysuckle and the cbd. 
Provide a lot more and cheaper parking in CBD and tell Premier Baird to shove light rail back 
to the rail corridor where it belongs. 
explain long term goal for Newcastle , re open access to Bogey hole and brig back the post 
office to its formal glory or put pressure on state/ federal government to have this done 
Ensuring that CBD area is developed appropriately; have and implement a viusion for the 
whole of the LGA 
Support for transport interchange and rail line removal and redevelopment 
1. Communication with the public on issues like the light rail by giving all options and not 
limiting it to what the state government wants. Then insisting the state government changes 
their proposals to what the people want. 
2. Reinstating the art gallery to its former position with a director and a redevelopment. 
3. Standing up for the community by refusing to allow the state government to carve a slice 
off Civic Park so they can put their tram in Hunter St when everyone believes it should be on 
the old rail line. 
Appoint an appropriate General Manager 
Park and ride or bus/train options.  Linked cycleways - Carrington is a great example. 
More cycleways, exercise equipment in parks, a footpath and gutter in my street. Less 
bickering and point-scoring in council meetings. 
Stop politicking and look outside the square and see what other areas are doing. I have just 
come back from New Plymouth in NZ and they would blow N'cle away with what they offer 
their citizens ... little New Plymouth and that is only ONE example I have noted recently. 
Their 'Coastal Walkway' is superb .. not 'bleeding' wood onto badly cured exposed 
aggregate ... I could go on! 
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Parks, pools, and ESPECIALLY - THE NEWCASTLE ART GALLERY. 
Coucil should lobby state governemtns to fix old post office 
Counicl should continue to press the case for light rail on presnet corridor. 
Cpongratualtions to NCC on work it has done on Civic Theatre 
Newcastle should always be 'The City of Greater Newcastle'. To hell with the State 
Government and amalgamation; I am 84 and as long as I can remember Newcastle has 
always been forgotten by the State Government until they want something - MONEY!! 
I think the majority of footpaths are in poor condition & require improvement. 
Councils, whether controlled by Ward Councillors or an Administrator have a CORE 
determinant - roads, garbage and tourism. Councils are not baby sitters for all specially-
named groupings 
Quality infrastructure makes Newcastle a very livable and marketable city. 
Get the State government to do the right thing as regards the light rail!! Use the corridor!! 
Road maintenance and signage 
Roads Merewether 
Roofing over dressing sheds Ocean Baths 
Parking for workers CBD so that others can secure parking. Not on the Esplanade. Also 
even tar surrounds. 
Garbage bins are left upside down on the road. Employment for someone to rectify. 
Put rail trains back to Newcastle Station. 
Make sure work of any nature is done correctly and complete work that has been planned for 
several years and not BLACK MAIL  a house builder to do it for you as a part of approval. 
Council work in my area has been pathetic, much money has been wasted. 
Management of traffic flow throughout the city.  For a city of this size it's a massive fail by the 
NCC and NSW RMS. 
over the counter behavior to citizens 
The lack of maintaining the hetitage of Newcastle and its duburbs. Appauled at the type of 
architecture that is being allowed to be built 
Be pro active, work with the community and understand that rate payers are the councils 
clients rather than dictating to them from a perceived position of power. 

Completion of footpaths, cycleways and road maintenance, especially in the suburbs to give 
us access to schools, beaches and the city through alternate methods to driving a car. 
Minmi Road Wallsend, Maryland, Fletcher, is not safe for children to walk to school and it's 
taking a very long time to finish this half started project 
Bring back Newcastle Tourism and promote the LGA 
Lower council overheads to facilitate better services to ratepayers 
Complete works to our satisfaction, in a reasonable time. 
Council should listen and respond to community concerns. We do not want Sydney telling us 
we have to run light rail down Hunter Street, resulting in losing part of green space from civic 
park, so that they can make money from selling off and building on the rail corridor. This 
whole issue smacks of corruption. 
Getting the development of the CBD right and maintaining open spaces. 
Allow or get involved with the elected representative, - COUNCILLORS, they seem to avoid 
profile or not talk to the people anymore like in the old days. 
stop the in house division politics and work for the city and the residents 
Progress in the city. Cut the politics and get on with progress instead of putting obstruction in 
front of everything that is put forward forcing the applicant to constantly jump through hoops 
or have them walk away because it's not worth the hassle. 
listen to public before cutting down trees. 
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CBD planning making sure its somewhere that has life and a long term plan that is 
sustainable for the future 
Regularly mow the median strip in the centre of Thomas Street Wallsend and Newcastle 
Road through Jesmond, as this road is the "first impression" visitors driving in see of our city. 
It is like our Doormat, and the frequency of the grass getting too long is disappointing (in my 
opinion) 
Clean pavements in city centre - so much broken glass and weeds - looks quite neglected. 
I think that Council is doing a great job in the face of such strong control/ ineterference from 
the Baird government. 
Parking in the CBD 
Keep politics out of the council chamber. 
Foot paths ( trip hazards ) and road in Date Street Adamstown, someone will be seriously 
injured if this is not addressed, far too much high density housing development being 
approved which will have social implications for the future, let alone the lose of privacy to 
those who live in such areas where these developments are taking place. Heritage houses 
being knock down for high density housing. Too much money being spent on the bathers 
way to satisfy a hand full of elitists and their morning promenades, how about diverting some 
of this money to improve the roads, footpaths, sporting facilities, aged care, child and youth 
facilities in the outer suburbs instead of pandering to those who live in Merewether, Bar 
Beach, Cooks Hill, The Hill and Newcastle. 
Reducing costs and eliminating wasteful practices - seek competitive quotes for all City 
works. 
Make a decision if it is in the best interest of the city and moving into the future, then just get 
on with it. It has cost the ratepayers money- especially the Laman street tree removal- Too 
much politics are involved in the council - people trying to score points - it doesn't matter 
who puts forward a proposal if it will benefit the city and ratepayers get on with it. 

Discourage medium / high density development which negatively impacts older, previously 
desirable residential areas. Stop spoiling the amenity of existing homes by rezoning. 
Could itemise a few more aspects. 
Work with the community groups to understand what is really needed in each area. 
Tourism and traffic flow 
I would like to see Council more committed to keeping or CBD clean. This area with beaches 
and harbour are the jewels to share with Hunter people and visitors alike.  
Take Pacific Park. The square is used for community events, markets, lunchtime breaks for 
workers and the gateway to Newcastle Beach yet it is always full of aging trash and for many 
visitors to our city this is the image they take say. The amount of trash that litters the harbour 
foreshore on pathways and on the sea walls along the harbour is disappointing. Some 
people pick up trash on the streets but will not venture 2 feet into a park. 
Increased attention to maintenance of street trees, and footpaths to include dedicated cycle 
paths 
Planning for our future. Doing things for the good of Newcastle not for a developers dollar. 
We could have light rail on the existing tracks but open the whole corridor up. Add 
cycleways. Ebikes. First half hour free then four for the next half and so on. Pple will do little 
trips on free bikes. Less obesity? But we have all noticed the difference knocking down rail 
fences has made. But the developers want the land. What is Newcastle rail station land 
worth. We see through it and won't put up with it. 
Safe, ethical, healthy, happy pushbike network/culture, stop urban sprawl, higher density 
housiing 
Stop the infighting, come to quicker decisions, no backtracking. 
Preserve heritage in CBD along with modern innovative new developments. 
Make progress in promoting Newcastle as a go-ahead vibrant beautiful city to live and work 
in 
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Manage the budget responsibly. 
Financial sustainability 
Lisren to the rate payers 

Responding to repeated requests to remove giant fig trees in Stewart Ave and replacing with 
more suitable smaller species. 
Trees in question are  between xxx 
Roads and footpaths in the western suburbs of the city need special attention. Road 
surfaces in my immediate area are quite poor. 
the plans I saw in the paper for the PO are disgusting..better pull it down than wreck a 
beautiful old building...common, we can do better than that.. 
Cease playing politics and concentrate on core service delivery to ratepayers. 
Stop being CBD centric and support suburbs more. 
On communication recognise that people work and there is a need for face to face response 
outside work hours. 
Build car parks in City and suburbs - the light rail will help but it will also re allocate parking 
and cause problems in Wickham. 
Stopping high rise in the East End and the wrong development on the foreshore that will 
hinder the views of our harbour along Honeysuckle. Newcastle is becoming over developed 
with concrete boxes. 
More Bathers Way footpaths. 
Communication with residents more and listen to what is said 
Increasing NCC staffing levels so that it can respond to community requests in a timely 
manner. 
Footpaths must be smooth enough to walk, for prams, for the old, for everyone.  Suburbs 
with wide verges but no footpaths (parts of Waratah etc) require people to walk on the road, 
at risk from vehicles. 
Garbage collection that is appropriate. Inner city areas (Cooks Hill, Newcastle East) should 
not have large bins for every dwelling as not room on the property and when collected they 
lie all over the street for 1 to 3 days. 
The flow of traffic around Newcastle and its suburbs is dreadful, especially the Adamstown 
gates.  Major upgrade of all main roads is essential.  Our traffic moves slower than Sydney.  
Also, Newcastle is trying to get cruise ships to come into the harbour.  Some of these visitors 
are dropped off at the beach to walk.  The toilet facilities at Bar Beach, Dixon Park and 
Merewether need to be upgraded.  They are embarrassing.  Finally lets develop Dixon Park!  
Get with the times.  Allowing a café or restaurant on the premises would be fabulous 
Art gallery improvement and greening 
growing shared pathway network is fantastic. please invest more in pedestrian and cycling 
infrastructure and amenity improvements such as street trees, quality paving, landscaping, 
and perhaps art works to encourage further uptake of walking and cycling. Perhaps divert 
some budget from roads to support ongoing growth and improvement to walking and cycling 
infrastructure. 
Road maintenance and parking 
Parking in the city 
CBD planning and ensuring no adverse effects from tram line & NO reduction to Civic Park 
Keep up the Good Work 
Improve the elected Council's behaviour and the Lord Mayor needs to understand her role - 
she is not the General Manager. 
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Development Approvals. 
The DA approvals team and Dept appear to have "given up" on the legislation and 
processes(since Private Certifiers were introduced) by allowing those who know how to use 
the system to benefit over and above the general mum and dad home renovator. 
Unfortunately, the currant system seems to have become too hard for the NCC DA Dept, 
and just much easier to give in to those who "use and abuse" the system to their financial 
benefit. So, I feel the unit have given up on actually upholding the legislation. This is not fair 
to the general population who are trying to have a go and get ahead.  Shame on you NCC 
DA dept. Get a grip and say NO to the abusers of the legislation.  If you can't, then you are 
obliged to advise the mum and dad renovators how they can achieve the most for their small 
budget and allow that to occur. STOP favoring the developer et al. 

Talk to us. If council is performing well or has information we should know about then tell us. 
I like council news but some of it is old news or not really relevant. 
Fix all footpaths and roads. More space for wheelchairs to go on the footpaths. Garbage 
men put bins back where they pick them up. In Carrington business area, you have to get 
out of your car to shift the bins in a safer place. 
Road maintenance and cycleway improvements 
To listen to and respect the needs of all residents and ratepayers. particularly relating to the 
light rail and so called revitalisation of Newcastle. It appears that dodgy developers and 
corrupt politicians have more influence over council decision making processes, than 
ratepayers and residents and businesses. 
Come up with a sustainable long term plan for the art gallery that allows a re-development 
stop wasting money on expensive survey's 
Ensure light rail and other public transport happens successfully. Turn Lambton baby clinic 
into a community hall please! 
Library services - very unhappy to see Lambton close on Sat. Providing cycleways - more 
more more please! Maintenance of beaches & beach facilities - more toilets & better quality 
needed at Nobby's please. 
Make a long term 50 year plan broken up into 10 year plans or vision for area and get the 
residences on board to work towards making Newcastle.  Stop the political point scoring and 
work on a plan and no just scoring points on the short term.   The rail closure and closing of 
rail crossing has caused traffic nightmare.  Put a light rail that becomes a loop that extends 
to around Fort Scratchley and around up past King George park , Bar  Beach and run back 
along Parkview back to Wickham, working a continuous 10 minute timetable that becomes a 
useful transport link for everyone to use instead of a car and a great tourist attraction, getting 
rid of parking problems. 
Lobbying the state and federal governments on urban cycleway projects. Council should 
focus on inner-urban cycleways such as , where they are needed for day to day life, as well 
as the regional recreational and tourist routes such as Shortlad-Maitland and Hexham-Pelaw 
Main. 
I think that more stormwater swales/rain gardens are needed on public streets to filter out 
garbage and purify stormwater. 
Business Health associated with simpler parking rules would improve visitation. implement 
the Parking Study developed last year. 
Council should restart the kerb side bulk waste pick up, 
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The questionnaire omits a very important aspect of creating a greater community. A small 
business. The small businesses are integral part of creating an interesting fabric of any City. 
Sustainable and interesting businesses are the magnet that brings people (and tourists) to 
the area. There are great Enterprise Facilitation Programs with a great track record 
worldwide that could be implemented. Partnership with businesses could greatly enhance 
look and feel of a streetscape. 
Parking in the CBD is an issue. There are cars parking all day in a 2 hours zone. That could 
be better policed. Parking Stations could use an exciting and innovative technologies 
allowing cars to be stacked up 4 to 5 levels up using very little footprint. Again, government 
and business partnership could resolve the issue. 
The elected council act in the interests of the ratepayer instead of their own political 
aspirations. Concentrate on core activities and not pander to the whims of minority self 
interest groups. 
Less beaurocrats, more productive outdoor staff 
Open government and improving community participation. 
Communication with ratepayers about plans for the city 
Protecting trees and developing landscape 
Art gallery development is vital to the cultural development of the city. It has one of the best 
collections it needs the best director (not a quasi manager) with great networks to bring the 
best exhibitions to and develop the existing collection. Then extend and develop the art 
gallery.  General planning needs to be in the interests of the community rather then allowing 
big business to prevail on development issues. Thanks 
Cleaning up waste on footpaths in a timely manner irrespective of where that location is. 
Maintain local street and lane way surfaces and repair local streets surfaces to a standard 
that does not cause discomfort to the eldlerly when driving along them. I live in a street that 
recently had the water mains replaced and now it is like a 'Goats' track. The water board 
should be made to resurface the street when completed instead of just patching where they 
have dug up. 
Try to get a train or light rail to run down the corridor of the existing rail service and improve 
cycleways 
better kerbside pick ups, I preferred the regular annual collections to the random requests 
which seem to have a 6 week wait; also there seems to be a shrinking supply of car parking 
around shopping centres which can extend their footprint into existing car parking areas. 
More emphasis on, and adherence to, Heritage Conservation Area principles 
Better management of impact on surrounding suburbs from increased inner city 
development (eg parking - reduce reliance on permanent parking permits but much better 
enforcement of residential parking zones) 
Council should concentrate on the CBD at this stage. For a city to prosper it needs a vibrant 
CBD. Improvements to suburban area will follow. We need better building designs in the 
CBD not boxes. Taller and better looking buildings, will act as a catylist for other developers. 
Demolish outdated and useless building. 
Footpaths being blocked by cars parking across or on them and construction work blocking 
access 
get rid of politics in council. 
The city's cycleway network is still far from being fully connected with safe protected routes. 
A greater focus on increasing the speed of delivery of cycleways is needed. 
Listen to the community, not just lip service. 
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I think it's important to ensure the 3 R's (roads, rates & rubbish) are satisfactory to residents 
then build on that with maintaining facilities, clean & tidy public spaces, providing cultural 
services.  
My perception, and that of my networks, is that NCC has too many employees in positions 
that are not essentail and may even duplicate services provided by other levels of 
Government. I like to see plenty of NCC staff out in the field, fixing, maintaining, building 
things to enhance our city. I feel there are too many desk jockeys not really contributing to 
making our city more liveable. I think the Lord Mayor does a wonderful job, works very hard 
and is genuinely interested in what's good for the whole of the community. I thank her for her 
hard work and integrity. 
Have observed in Merewether - what looks like very high storey apartment under 
construction - looks like the local roads/parking may be under a lot of stress. It doesn't 
appear as if a whole suburb or even street appeal has been considered with planning. 

More promotion of tourism, general tidy up and clean city and suburb areas. Council 
performance on the whole is satisfactory. Control developers more closely. 
Too many developers. Where is long term planning? top priority. 
Provision of facilities & services for the aged - could be better 
Facilities & services for youth - they do not appreciate them 
More footpaths & some road work required in Wallsend.  
CBD parking is dreadful 
Action on developing & promoting CBD into "the place to go to in Newy" 
Get a decent manager who does not lie to the councillors to make himself look good  
council's penny pinching attitude toward community groups and stealing community run 
assets just to balance councils budgets 

1. Maintenance of Newcastle Ocean Baths. 
2. Pot holes in our streets resurfaceing instead of just patching holes. 
3. Speed limits 
I want to see Council take a lead role in helping Newcastle become more environmentally 
sustainable. When compared to Lake Macquarie, it seems Newcastle is a long way behind. 
Council needs to be doing more to help transition to a low carbon future. 
Planning for the city CBD in particular needs to be looked at for the long term and council 
take control of Urban Growth plans for our community for light rail, commercial and 
residential development. 
All residential development should have 1 off street car space per bedroom. 
Planning for light rail needs to be intergraded with current CBD, tourism and connection with 
suburban and valley commuters. 
Why can't lights rail cross through new developments to gain greater benefit to the 
community. 
Council needs to be more astute and work for the community. 
Improved customer service and response time to community concerns. Enforcement of 
council laws and regulations by developers. Improved scrutiny of DA approvals and 
compliance with DAs by medium-large developers. Improved long term consideration of 
traffic flow in the CBD. Improved competency training of enoviroment officers employed by 
NCC. 
The increase in traffic on park avenue due to expansion of Westfield and Homemaker 
Centre at Kotara.  the corner of park avenue and joslin street remains unsafe and 
unaddressed 
stop the rot of the past strangling newcastle's future. the retards blocking high rise will only 
lead to more suburbia and loss of natural landscapes. dump the car. block traffic from 
wickham into city on hunter st. 
return people to the mall. people matter. cars don't. 
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There are several: 
I want the Newcastle art gallery extended so we can host bigger, national and international 
shows and so bring in tourist dollars.   
For tourism - I want every event in Newcastle to be enhanced by coordinating value-added 
events and services - e.g., at the recent Writer's Festival, how about series of food vans 
offering different ethnic foods at the conclusion of the final event for the day either at 
Wheeler Place or at Civic Park?  At big shows in the Civic Theatre, how about a coffee cart 
and dessert food van when the threaten lets out?  Maybe with a few juried buskers?  
Activate nighttime spaces without alcohol.   
More communication with the specific community constituencies would be good.    
I would like to see more opportunities for Newcastle's ethnic & religious diversity to be 
acknowledged and celebrated.  For example, at official functions where in the past a 
Protestant religious figure has delivered an opening &/or closing prayer, from now on, 
religious leaders from Christian, Jewish, Muslim and Hindu faiths should be invited. 
I want better public transport, including a really well integrated public transport service 
across all modes of transport - start building REAL bike lanes (see examples from 
Copenhagen), separated by actual metre-wide meridians from car traffic, buses that are 
faster, more frequent and more targeted to serve high demand destinations (e.g., the Uni).  I 
want the heavy rail corridor used for the light rail service, and I want the light rail service to 
be installed with an active plan for where to extend it next (e.g., the  John Hunter Hospital, 
the airport, the Uni, the beaches from at least Nobby's through to Merewether).  The light rail 
also has to have rails flush with the pavement, in order to connect the city to the harbour for 
pedestrians, bikers, cars - like we were told when the State forced the closure of our heavy 
rail line without a decent plan to immediately put in place (there is no excuse for that - 
imagine closing George Street for 18 months before a workable light rail transport plan was 
in place???!). 
Vision for the kind of city needed for post-industrial era, with the facilitation of new 
technological and creative industries.  
City planning of transport, parkways, connectedness, flexibility of land use + planning for 
health and well-being of residents, communities 
Continue place-making and encouraging people into Newcastle CBD 
Street night lighting to enable walking and level footpaths to minimise trip hazards. 
Improved parking, increased parking in CBD, and stand alone cycle ways. 
increasing efficiency to make optimum use of our Rate Payer Dollars. 
The Council should not let the State Government (Urban Growth) dictate to us as to what 
and how developments (including the proposed Light Rail) will happen. We seem to have 
NO say !  It is the Councils role to ensure the best outcomes for Newcastle. 
Get rid of the parking officers - I refuse to enter the CBD under your current policies.  I also 
saw them booking people parked on lawn areas at a major event at the sports centre - 
despicable behaviour.  You people are amazingly out of touch on this one issue and do so 
well on so many other.  Some of your traffic flow decisions have been poor as well.  The 
west end of Howe Street has been a disaster ever since you changed it.  The traffic lights on 
Howe Street are unwarranted.  There are other examples.  Wish you'd bring to these issues 
what you do elsewhere! 
give information on what the council is doing in a quarterly report, e.g. in the local paper 
Keeping a long term view for planning 

Keep the building height 
No high rise buildings for Newcastle CBD 
Keep the heritage buildings. 
Don't develop the rail corridor 
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Off street parking at many locations, libraries, parks and particularly beaches and the CBD is 
inadequate. It may require spending some of our scarce income to resume property, or close 
roads and provide alternative routes for traffic, to obtain the space for more parking. 
The "Green City" thing is a problem in most suburbs. Trees and shrubs obscure street and 
traffic signs and reduce vision when driving. Need to be cut back or removed in many 
locations. It seems that permanent parking of caravans, trailers, boats and trailers on the 
grassed area of footpaths is now common. This is a traffic hazard and looks untidy. The 
softly, softly approach of a warning note to the householder might be effective in many 
cases, with eventual penalty notice to the obstinate. 
Sound, common sense decisions in a timely manner for the benefit of the citizens not for 
Council to look good or further individuals adgendas. Progress! 
Concentrate on matters affecting city & suburbs and stop bickering about matters that do not 
affect the general duties required of Council. 
Councils consideration of community/residents amenity in relation ot development is 
inadequate. 
less politics and more focus on what is for the good of Newcastle as a whole 
Focus on light rail. 
To put the garbage - recycle-bins back on the footpath not on the road. 
Cut back some trees in Kempster Road Merewether as they are a nusence to pedestrians. A 
large pothole in Smith St. Speed hump pedestrian crossing near National Park needs filling. 
Council seems to be working well no specific focus failing. 
Local roads & footpaths. Enforcement of local laws eg. Hot Bread Shops. Not on survey: 
Safety on footpaths & cycleways. 
Get tourism going BIG time. 
Less town houses in outer sub! Planning control over developers. 
Having a lot more influence in major decisions like the light rail fiasco, and garbage disposal 
fees, instead of state imposed rulings. 
Tourism. 
listen to the majority of people, use common sense and don't treat us like idiots 
Transport/roads - I have to drive my car as cycleways in my area are non-existent or too 
close to busy roads. I live in Fletcher and work in Waratah. The roads are very congested 
due to poor traffic flow, which delays and frustrates motorists. 
Lack of bi-annual rubbish collection has been a big failure on council's part. It's expensive 
having to take rubbish to the dump. 
lobby federal govt for infrastructure funding. Fix rail connection via tram down old corridor. 
Rename Wickham station, Newcastle. Place trams on the outside of the main rail at the new 
terminus (rather than the inside) so that light rail can be extended 
LOOK AT ROAD AT ROAD WORKS 
WE LIVE IN HURN STREET NEW LAMBTON HEIGHTS ON THE INTERSECTION WITH 
CHARLSTOWN ROAD 
A WERY DANGEROUS INTERSECTION 
CAN IT BE IMPROVED 
WE HAVE HAD 4 SERIOUS ACCIDENTS IN THE LAST 
FEW YEARS 
Publicise long term plan for city. Community to state government so that when funds are 
available nominate plan item that is the most describable. Without a publicised vision the 
state government overlooks our area or implements it own plan which is at best ad hock. eg 
the implantation of the light rail lack of overpass over rail lines in Newcastle. 
Promotion of the arts 
Resisting NSW GOVT pressing ahead with their agenda disregarding residents views 
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A clear and concise vision statement for the city centre and west end from council's 
viewpoint. 
Perhaps accompanied with a realistic explanation of factors at state,federal and commercial 
levels impacting on satisfactorily achieving that goal. 
Future planning 
City planning - improving parking (major shortage in city) and public transport (including 
input into confirming plans for light rail). 

Improve maintenance of parks. I am sick of sending photos, email, phone calls etc, about 
our local park. The poor maintenance now means this park can not be used as it once was.  
The grass is either too long, or when cut is left in mounds around the park. It's a waste of an 
asset. 
Tree lopping around the neighborhood leaves the street looking neglected and 
embarrassing. The contractors should not be allowed to just cut the guts out of the tree.  
The contractor s should be made to cut the whole tree. 
Council needs to check streets for dumped materials around rentals. Most of the rubbish is 
left for weeks around the jesmond, mayfield, Waratah areas after tenants vacate. 
Enforcing regulations. I don't know how frequently Hamilton/Islington parking is monitored, 
but I usually see a number of illegally parked vehicles any time I walk around. Go raise 
revenue. And stop concentrating on the "CBD". It is anything but central. It is a great tourist 
destination, a good residential area, but totally illogical place for the university and court 
complexes, they could be anywhere but putting them in the most congested area is lunacy. 
The council could consider moving out of the CBD (except it will cost too much). 
Development of CBD and access 
Seating 'for bus' users. There's no seating in the Junction 'Bustop' going to Hamilton and 
Jesmond 225, 201 bus. There was seating now its gone and hasn't been replaced for over 2 
months - very inconvenient and uncomfortable for older people who mostly catch bus. 
A workable Newcastle CBD that has enough (NOT less!) parking and light rail transport link 
that runs along old heavy rail corridor rather than going through Hunter Street. An effective 
public  transport link that links Newcastle CBD to suburbs and University Callaghan Campus. 
A WALKABLE as well as bicyclable city that encourages and respects pedestrians. 

 Sporting facilities in Newcastle are way behind other councils. We need to attract more 
sporting events. 
Preserve the character of Newcastle CBD, limit building heights, restore the Post Office 
building, lobby State and Federal Governments to increase funding for projects in the city 
Fix the light rail debacle, please. 
They need a focus on performance standards generally across the organisation including 
monitoring, evaluation and reporting(there are many established guidelines and standards 
available now at NSW & Commonwealth Government levels). This would ensure a modern 
and high-functioning council and allow transparency in their actions and decision-making, an 
ability to demonstrate and share outcomes, and target key areas for improvement.  
Community consultation has been good but so many opportunities have been missed due to 
stagnation in decision-making and the inability to undertake transparent and evidence-based 
actions (e.g. art gallery, Hunter St revitalisation). Not everyone will always agree. Having the 
right processes and performance standards in place will ensure that evidence-based 
decisions can be made with confidence and transparency while ensuring stakeholders are 
engaged. Communities generally engage well with strong, well-informed and transparent 
leadership. This has been lacking in Newcastle Council for many years. 
Improvement in road pavement conditions. Park Avenue from Adamstown Station west to 
Inner City Buypass has too many pot holes and small pavement rectifications for a major 
traffic artery. It needs a reseal from end to end! 
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Efficiency within the Council. 
control the developers and keep them from trying to encroach upon public land.Stop bogans 
from breaking or cracking glass along Hunter St.Name , shame and fine those destroying 
public property. 

Inner City- measures to reduce the parking problems and increase use and provision of 
public transport by: 
*regulating parking in city, Newcastle East, Cooks Hill & the Hill, by limiting street parking by 
non Residents to not more than 3 hours in business hours;   
*meter more of the streets in those areas in business hours near beaches, parks and shops; 
and 
*provide (with whole or part funding from State Government if possible),high class seating 
and shelters for bus stops; 
* negotiate with providers of public transport for increased services, memory timetables, 
synchronised services and high class facilities at any transport interchange 
including provision of showers,cafe, and tourist information services; and 
* require provision of cycle racks in any new inner city building for occupants and visitors to 
the building and provide such racks in all public places. 
& and metering   improving facilities for cyclists and  pedestrians and public transport 
services amd  transport 
Telling the truth and having residents interest at heart really, not just saying so. I.E. walk the 
walk not just talk the talk 
Improve the timeframe to approve residential DAs as you are slow compared to comparable 
local councils. 
more community imput 
More focus on arts please. 
Try and do a few focussed tasks well and stop wading into discussions and policy 
concerning issues for which it has no mandate or jurisdiction. 
Council should remember there are many suburbs around Newcastle that need 
improvement. Not just Newcastle. We are all rate payers and money should be spent 
appropriately in all the local suburbs! 
To remember how far the Council reaches and not forget the outer suburbs when it comes to 
maintaining the Council areas 
Face outwards please! The infighting and grandstanding about personality is exhausting 
your energies! The destruction of access to the inner city and the lack of proper Hunter 
transport planning are TERMINAL, ie if not managed now, it'll be poor forever. 
Roads and waste collection, not art 
Implement the cycleways network. 

Increased provision of integrated / connected cycleway network. I would ride my bike more 
rather than car if I could travel safely off road on my bike. 
Continued public park improvements. For example works undertaken to improve Lambton 
Park are simply fantastic. It is now a well used and beautiful community asset 
listen to the people 
I have answered all the questions -  
Nothing more to say. 
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Keep the proposed light rail on the former rail line not on Hunter street and ensure no 
building ever takes place on the former rail way . 
And get the road past Newcastle South beach reopened. It's a bloody disgrace how long it 
has been closed. 
Pressure the Federal & state governments to fix up the old post office building that is a blight 
on our city, it should be restored to it's former glory, it's the best building in Newcastle by far 
Council is not a stepping stone to state or federal politics. Get off your high horses, stop 
grandstanding, and get your head down and your arse up to improve the city. 
Collecting my bins on the correct day . Giving me a larger red bin without an additional fee. 
Fixing the roads and the footaths that need attention 
- the environment  
- Newcastle retailers to no longer use plastic bags ... then no plastic drink bottles and 
onwards 
- faster removal of derelict vehicles from the streetscape 
 
If council spent some energy and money beyond newcastle/merewether it would be novel. 
When council talks about newcastle that is literally all they are referring to.  Transport into 
town is worse than ever, light rail wont help as why should you have to get a bus and a tram 
for a 15 min journey? If you had just fixed the train timetables we could have gone straight in 
on one mode of transport. All the planning is also focused on hunter st to harbour. What is 
there for majority of population who dont live in town? $50-60 for a taxi is prohibitive. 
They need to think more about the long term for the city rather than the petty, political self-
interest. 
Sort out internal governance issues 
1. Return of free community based kerb side household goods collection to inner city and 
newcastle east residents; the phone and book DOES NOT work as every man and his dog 
then adds rubbish to the pile (and sometimes this is contaminated eg paint tins, oil ) and 
then council won't pick up. It becomes unsightly; without this illegal dumping increases 
(mattresses, lounges, tvs) .... which syat on the streets for ages. 
 2. provision of adequate inner city parking NOT selling off available parking sites (eg 
honeysuckle); it is becoming almost impossible for inner city RESIDENTS to park - despite 
the fact we have to pay for "precinct" parking - which really means nothing if we cannot park.  
3. inner-city light rail and reducing access to ONE LANE IN & OUT OF CITY: this may be ok 
for the occasional visitor/tourist BUT for the residents - it will make getting to and from home 
a nightmare. THe lightrail has become a fiasco; I am not opposed to change and 
development; but the current plan is a joke - with removal of already limited parking, no 
provision for cycleways and RAISED tracks: could it get any worse!? 
Garbage Collection _ Treatment of bins, all over the road. 
!!! Street Maintenance - I live in Henry Street,Merewether. Someone needs to check the road 
for growth of trees in curbs and gutters. !!!  
Trimming of trees Under Power Lines - Lopsided trees are So Wrong! Many trees need a 
GOOD trim, before they do damage to people or cars. ??? Why do they still plant Tall trees 
Under power lines??? 
 
In our suburb we have a huge problem with too many vehicles parking in the street blocking 
our view to get onto the street from our driveways. This is mostly due to a lot of units being 
built everywhere - obviously with Council permission!? Wrong decision & somebody will 
meet their demise because of this traffic problem. Hopefully not me! 
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We have a park opposite where we live which we have approached Council to protect from 
cars that use it for a short cut and burn out meetings.  While Council installed a few bollards 
the works carried out did not address the problem sufficiently to prevent it from occurring 
again.  I suspect if the park were in a more affluent area or could be seen from the highway it 
would have received more attention and more effort made to prevent vehicles from gaining 
access. 
 
 
Look after Parks not near centre of Newcastle..... Outer lying areas appear to have been 
forgotten 
If you want cyclists to use the on road "cycle lanes" GET THE PARKED CARS OUT OF 
THEM (yes I was shouting). Stop painting cycle symbols where cars park as serves no 
purpose other than to reinforce the wrong notion in car drivers cycle riders can't use the 
lane. 

The over development of suburban blocks of land, no green space required. 
Merewether pool is not being cleaned properly since the upgrade.  Grass in parks 
overgrown. 
Marine Rescure building in King Edward Park in disrepair and overgrown. 
Council seems to have no voice in redevelopment of Newcastle. 
Environment: Enforcement of keeping dogs on leads. Enforcing residential noise levels. 
Enforcing rules on lighting fires, output of industrial waste from wood turning, knife 
sharpening etc from residential properties. 

It would be nice to have our bins collected on a regular basis. The streets in Tighes Hill are 
narrow so why send the large trucks without a runner. I estimate around 20 missed services 
in the last 12 months in the Mitchell St Tighes Hill surrounds. Residents are not happy. 
Although not 100% your responsibility some is hunter water as well (though NCC stormwater 
drains do drain to throsby ck) the amount of rubbish that is in this creek after a rain event is 
disgusting. Something needs to be done to stop the rubbish ending in the ocean via throsby 
ck. 
Cycleways... it would be great if we can get more off road or separate lanes for cycling, 
especially on already identified routes such as the R6 cylde st hamilton north. 
Better value for our dollar. 

Newcastle East including light rail transformation - keep pushing for Council vision to replace 
poor concept by Urban Planning Dept. 
Environmental performance and protection of coast from erosion particularly Stockton 
Beach. 
More trees for suburban areas - keep this good work going 
Upgrade of the Newcastle City Art Gallery 
Turning Newcastle into renewable hub and planning for move away from coal 
reconstruction of some roads and laneways 
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Long term vision for the city linking better to the actual service delivery. 
The city must become a tourist attraction and maketed as such.  
It must look great and be easy to get around. The basics of roads, garbage and community 
facilities must be of a high standard to make it a great place to live for the local residents as 
well. 
Work with the state government to make the most of the light rail. Stop being a roadblock 
-Planning for the light rail to go on existing rail corridor. 
-Parking in the CBD. We have our own two spaces, but for visitors & family it is a huge 
problem. 
Maintain the low rise and heritage values in the City Centre 

Disappointed with factional infighting and would like to see stronger consultation and 
decision making regarding CBD revitalisation and light rail.   
Maybe even consider rezoning.... I think Newcastle's CBD is shifting westward.  Darby St 
eastward,including Hunter St Mall should no longer be considered as Newcastle's CBD. 
If Council continues with cycleway improvements, including more seperated cycleways not 
just pictures of bicyles that would be a help. The more people ride the less road congestion 
there will be. 
Communication 
Parking 
Clean the streets and footpaths in the city area sweep and wash on a weekly basis not just 
one man walking around using a stick to pick up litter. The central Newcastle streets and 
footpaths including the mall are a discouragement and dirty a poor reflection for anyone - 
everyone living in the area, visitors and tourism. What a poor example of an Australian city 
centre shame on you Newcastle Council. 
Stop narrowing down roads, all it is doing is choking the traffic. 
Don't run the trams down Hunter st, it will ruin the city, by making the area in usable. Please 
don't. 
Promote the re development of the art gallery so it can be a national icon. 
Get on with the light rail or give us back the train line into Newcastle 
The Councillors need to stop playing games and get on with the job. Political parties should 
not be allowed in Local Government. 
It is now nine years since the Pasha Bulker storm. Nothing has been done by Council or 
Hunter Water to rectify the drainage issues experienced in that storm. 
Lobbying state government for light rail in inner city 
Every new development should have a off street park for every bedroom. 
Vision and Master plan for Newcastle. 
Council should focus on core function areas, e.g. roads, rubbish and rates.  There are to 
many other distractions taking council away from core function areas. 
Engage with, listen and act on community consultation issues. 
Stop the "political "feuding. Make decisions for Newcastle, not their political aspirations! 
Be more forward thinking and move into 21st century. It takes so long to achieve this. We 
seem to have endless meetings, discussions, surveys with no outcome. We could almost 
have the light rail up and running if the naysayers ceased throwing scanners in the way. I am 
so tired of people having an endless focus on "parking". The reality is we need to eliminate 
cars to the lowest level possible in the CBDS. This is happening in all major cities. 
Newcastle is not a country town as so many state in the community. It is the 2nd largest city 
in the State. The benefits of BHP are commendable but let us move on. 
Lack of parking around the Civic area 
NA/ 
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Consult the community on issues and take there opinions into account. The community feels 
that you consult us just to tick the boxes and that what we say has no relevance. 
Closing the Art Gallery for 3 weeks was irrational especially when there were so many 
international guest here with the Veteran hockey tournament. Extend the Art Gallery and the 
tourists will come. Look after the parks, take down the wires at the Old Bowling Club site and 
fix Shepherds Hill Cottage. It's been over 12 months since the storm, surely it was insured!!! 
Please just get it fixed!. 
act in the communitys interest,their behaviour,the council,is a disgrace,forget politics and self 
aggrandisment 
A lot of local parks seem to be losing there gardens. Employ Gardiners to maintain flower 
gardens in local parks and to mow grass more regularly. 
Transparency and local leadership for local, not developer only, needs. 
no comment 
Increase arts ,culture & recreation services for young people by provision of a dedicated 
youth arts venue, invest in upgrades to outer suburban parks & suburban libraries , deliver 
more engaging events , recreation , arts & culture program in outer suburbs across the 
whole lga, current program's & events are way too cbd focused with too much emphasis on 
creating financial benefits for cbd businesses at the expense of genuine community 
engagement across the whole lga. 
The elected Council should focus on effective delivery of local services not higher level 
political issues. 
Improve roads in the CBD and improve footpaths throughout the CBD. Ensure companies 
who carry out road and footpath repairs by digging up those areas, repair the surfaces with 
similar like material. 
The service the council provides is not commensurate with the amount of rates we pay. The 
continual increases above the standard rate rises are excessive. 

(1)Merging of Hunter Councils from Newcastle to Upper Hunter. 
(2)Light-Rail in Hunter Street? ...NO...Shopkeepers want customers,i.e.'angle-parking' both 
sides of Hunter Street...Light-Rail down the existing Corridor, then down Scott Street. 
Communicate with rate payers 
Redistributing funds to essential services. Less focus on arts and non essential services, 
and lower overall cost of rates and costs for families 
Get on with the job we ratepayers pay you for and stop focussing on other issues - 
amalgamations etc. The Council needs to think past this. It would be a better city if it was run 
by professionals as opposed to the political hacks we have now. 

Development of the inner city as an attractive venue for both tourists and greater Newcatle 
residents to visit, with less emphasis on residential and commercial development. 
Reinstatement of regular scheduled collections of unwanted large household and green 
material. 
Doing something to maintain the great new assets we have along the Coast. Lovely new 
footpaths but constantly covered in poo! 
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Consistency when approving DA's. Better time frames and more unity when discussing 
plans. At the moment, the council representatives in this area mildly inconsistent and it feels 
as though they enjoy power and control (outside of their job requirements). 
Venues for teenagers are non existent and then the community are left with a gap of trying to 
engage their children in stimulating sport clubs, if a family has money - otherwise they miss 
out and cause grief to the public.  
Our aged are missing out as well in our community. 
Our rail passage that has been turned into land should be made into bike/pedestrian park 
lands with consultation of our Aboriginal elders as a native corridor. A bit like New York 
'Highline' space. That would be excellent for the community. 
The future of our city is so important and we have to take the time to get it right. Look outside 
of Australia and see what is working. 
Otherwise - Newcastle is feeling better and better by the day.  Well done. 
Promote Newcastle as a tourist destination & improve cycle ways to take cars off roads. 
Vision for the future. 
Communication of planning and decision making. 
Bring back annual kerb side bulk waste collection. 
to hard to answer 
Bring their services up to date with the modern world. Waste services need a big shake up, 
services are erratic at best. Regular audits need to be done to ensure cleanliness and 
appearance. 
Getting back to basic services council should and always supply to rate payers of Newcastle 
Balancing the preservation of Newcastle's significant heritage landscapes, which are actually 
community assets, desirable in promoting cultural tourism, as well as liveability, in the drive 
for high density residential developments. The latter are too often conservative, and 
anonymous blocks, acting as self-centred, monoliths. Melbourne promotes a stronger design 
culture in new residential  and commercial architecture, benefitting the   city at 
large.Newcastle's fabulous coastline and harbour are too beautiful to be spoiled by 
underwhelming development. 
fix parking problem at Stockton ferry terminal 
trim overhanging trees on cycleways 
We need better sporting facilities in Newcastle eg: No 1 Sportsground is a clear standout as 
a disgrace and an embarrassment to the NCC. Sport is the lifeblood of community and the 
user pays/revenue principal simply doesn't wash. 
good governance 
Efficiency and reduction of waste. 
Better return from employees and funds employed. 
More efficient management of projects, sub contracting of services not by inefficient council 
employees - eg. beach cleaners, road maintenance. 
remove duplication of services - eg. Saturday lifeguards. 
Address antiquated work practices 
be fair with where you deliver services and facilities - the CBD and coast get plenty, the 
western areas where the more disadvantaged people are get considerably less in quality, 
amenity and projects 
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What value is there in a street sweeper coming along Llewellyn St about midnight every 
Tuesday night, and it DOESN'T sweep the street? I do it myself regularly due to buildup of 
debris which then affects the drains when it rains. Why is this person employed? Up and 
down the street every week. Been going on for 61/2 years since we moved here! 
Other than that, can anything be done about the Gates at Adamstown Station? Timings of 
the traffic lights at Glebe and City Rds?   Thank you :) 
along bathers way, the pathways created and the bowl look great. However the seating 
along the bar beach is not well thought out. You are neither protected from the sun or the 
wind or the rain, as the pergolas have been built too high! Why not the height of the Cowrie 
hole? Due to how high they are the shade is not on the seating but on the grass next to the 
pergolas. Also the incorrect timber used, as the color has ran all over the concrete, looks like 
a rusted mess. Not sure what Garden design company was used, but they should be held 
accountable.  
Also the cliff car park , all of the community is outraged as why couldnt it have been built as 
an access road the same as the existing Cooks Hill Surfclub parking. I counted 38 cars there 
in 2014 summer, now there is parking for 9 cars?? Kilgour avenue has angle parking, 
however the parking on the house side of the road is now no parking, so not much has been 
gained. It is an absolute nightmare for parking. Although we walk to the beach, our street is 
now filling up, as no one can get a park.  
Cliff car park doesnt need 2 oversized walking paths, just the one along the beach fence is 
more than enough. The grass area is a complete waste of space.  
Can this be fixed? 
Do whatever is necessary to bring back the train into Newcastle station. 
Treat electors wirth much more respect and involve them in important issues such as the 
suggestion to reduce volume of civic park and the removal of trees along norther civic park 
border.  Listen to residents regarding the light rail use of the full rail corridor and stop the 
noise about using Scott st for light rail. 
Streamline processes. I understand that there is a need for certain check and balances, but 
sometimes it becomes prohibitive. 

Overall Paster Plan for Newcastle. 
Integrated transport plan. 
Parking. 
Basic services always should be the main focus of council and then maintenance of 
infrastructure, followed by ancillary services.  We all want to spend more money on our 
needs and desires, but council has a responsibility to spend more wisely than does the 
individual, because council is spending ratepayers' money. 
i would like to see more bins allocated to public areas of out beachs, bar beach car park, the 
walkway on memorial drive, garbage bins cleaned at these kiosks, they are at PRESENT 
TERRIBLE & SMELL. 
Really promoting Newcastle as an exciting hub and future thinking city. Grant licenses to 
businesses that bring people into the center of town, make coming here as a tourist, by air, 
train, bus, car and motorhome/caravan easier, cheaper and more fun. WHo cares if people 
camp near Nobbys! That's awesome for energy and money coming in. Who cares about 
noise at night! Great! We might keep some young people here once they finish Uni. 
Inner suburb traffic flow. Open up the end of Darby Street to allow the traffic out instead of 
forcing it back into the residential streets. 
Inner City parking 
Spent 550.00 to get a poxy flood certificate for an extension in Adamstown heights, been 
well over 2 weeks now and still waiting. All the info would be on the system, why so 
expensive and why does it take so long. No wonder people prefer using private certifiers for 
their DA's 
Parking & roads 
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Cyclists should pay for using roads, etc.  They pay nothing but using roads which are 
diminishing for car users and getting their own cycle ways !  It is an ageing population but 
the Council thinks everyone should walk or cycle!  Why then are there still Council cars for 
the privileged few?   Parking  in city ridiculously expensive and diminishing and will be non-
existent soon.  All day parking back to near  Merewether will get worse when the University 
opens.  So much for residents' quality of life.  Put the light rail in the old rail corridor which 
was the original proposal on which people "voted" and were led to believe was going to 
happen.  Now it is all about money for developers - certainly not the residents of the city or 
ratepayers who live outside the city. 
Increase community support e.g. grants like LMCC does - small grants to boost our 
sustainability and resilience (we are at sea level, and extreme events are impacting us - 
flooding in inner city; powerlines affected by storms; leaking of water infrastructure). A not-
for-profit organisation was rejected the last 2 times when approaching council for funding to 
hold an event at City Hall. 
Promotion of the City to external customers, change focus of city to cultural/tourist 
destination, make Newcastle tourist friendly, improve car and rv parking in city area 
Ensure that the Light rail and green corridor is not hijacked by developers and the result is 
truly going to be in the best interest of Newcastle not political factions and developers. The 
wind tunnel created behind the Crown Hotel on Honeysuckle is not a good example of 
development. 
Long term plan and vision for transport options and the development of the cbd since 
removing the train line. What is going to happen? there is a lot of misinformation and it is not 
clear about whether we get a light rail system as promised. If not how will you improve the 
public transport in the city and what will happen to the rail corridor land. We would like to see 
parks and public spaces. 
Consultation before decisions are made. Better communication in what is happening in the 
area. 
Council have residents meetings then ignore residents wishes and go ahead with their own 
ideas. Eg closure of Cliff St 
Would like to see gutters cleared on Metcalfe & Brook St between Thomas & Cowper more 
often. Also would like Thomas St mowed more often as this is the entry to our city. 
Retain station & main line for the City of Newcastle. 
Lots!- The city is filthy. Overall appearance is shabby. Apart from Town Hall work at Ocean 
Bath & a few other projects the city is below par. Check out main bus stop Hunter & Scott 
Sts. Footpaths are diry throughout. Enforce no smoking areas. 
Build a fenced playground in newcastle. And make more footpath to street connections 
wheelchair friendly. And rezone our street so that it's in line with our conservation level. And 
stop people parking across our driveway. 
1. Install trainline in road to allow vehicle use. (also) 
2. Finalise amalgamation between Port Stephens either for or against. 

The Council ask for community opinion through surveys etc but rarely engage in-person. I 
don't see the info gathered from online requests for feedback being applied in Council 
decision making. 
Sometimes it makes me wonder what's the point of reading the info and taking the time to 
comment when it seems to have very little influence other than Council believing they have 
consulted the community. Its a tick the box exercise rather than really listening to residents.  
It seems Council is run by the views of the Mayor or GM. Not those who pay the rates or 
have local businesses. It's been like this for as long as I've lived in Newcastle. Its a real 
shame this keeps happening. 
Firstly considering the heavy rail is gone. The light rail should stay in the rail corridor, if for 
whatever reason this is not possible the light rail should share it's path with other traffic. 
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When you ring for a kerbside collection to weeks 2 Mondays is ridiculous. 
Shutting train line sucks. 
Trams need to go on train line 
A vision for Newcastle & stop short term self interest 
Parking in the CBD 
Speed of traffic through residential areas.  Ensure that drivers of heavy vehicles who drive 
contrary to 5TGVM limit signs get penalised.  For residential areas in proximity to paid 
parking which is not used; place limit signs to force drivers into paid parking.  Council is 
extremely weak in this regard.  I'd love to know why this has not been implemented.  To 
ease traffic congestion clearways should be introduced along the full lengths of King St, 
Darby St, Union St.  Get rid of the train down Hunter St - not required and an absolute waste 
of taxpayers' money. 
Working with State planners for the overall future,good and prospects for ALL of the 
population. 
Newcastle needs JOBS..... 
We are no longer a "steel" city.. Manufacturing is falling away along with employment 
opportunities for future generations... 
Tourism and Service Industries are our future. 
The majority of this Council are "preoccupied" with keeping the class/Labor war going ..that 
is typical of Newcastle..and the result WHY Governments are reluctant/dont have to.. spend 
money here...typical of the past. 
Labor "thinking" must be "expelled" at the  Local Govn level. 
Too many minority groups have constantly influenced Newcastle Council with the NO 
CHANGE ...syndrome of Negative thinking. 
Populations MATTER...! 
You lot, WORK for US...NOT the reverse ! 
Get some vision and act on it instead of pfaffing around with merger plans. 
Promotion of arts tourism 
Put the  heavy rail back or sort out a replacement ASP. 
community engagement, consultation and participation - on all levels 
Parking for new development!  I love off Stewart Avenue--by 8 a.m. there is rarely a free spot 
to park on my street.  This is from workers in the new building (cnr Stewart & King), St 
Francis and TAFE students.  Each of these should have better parking provided within their 
grounds.  I can only see this getting worse if the proposed transport center at Wickham ever 
happens.   
I know the question says the main aspect but the condition of sidewalks is another concern--
easy to trip as the sidewalks are in poor condition. 
Council focuses more on people than animals at blakcbutt. More needs to be done to 
preserve Native Wildlife and Blackbutt is unique for locals and tourism. Please do more to 
protect our endangered native flora and fauna aod do more to promote care of the 
environment. Please provide more parking stations in Newcastle as public transport does not 
always co-incide with work start times. Also not too many high rises. 
Stop bickering and get on with the job. Should not be political. 
Cleaning graffiti as soon as it happens. 
As much green space and trees as possible and safer cycle ways everywhere 
Ensure our money is used effectively. 
Parking in the CBD and beach areas 
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Organise projects into better priority order.  At present very large sums are being spent on 
replacing perfectly adequate footpaths with shared cycleways eg at Kotara and Jackson St 
near the Showground.  However the serious traffic issues in Kotara at the intersection of 
Park Ave with Joslin St, Grayson Ave etc have been completely ignored.  Many more people 
are inconvenienced daily at these points and should be much higher priority.  A previous 
traffic study re the Kotara Homemaker center proposed roundabouts and traffic lights at 
intersections along Park avenue.  This needs urgent attention. 
Listen to the rate payers 
Improving the CBD for people not cars 
Clean all walkways, including laneways. Consider installing some simple play equipment at 
Civic Park (e.g. like the stuff on Wilkinson Avenue in Birmingham Gardens). 
Art Gallery re development 
Treat community consultation appropriately on a case by case not just give lip service and 
say we consulted previously and have no intention of changing the outcome 
get the heavy rail back to Newcastle. the light rail options are a joke 
Council is now being run by an administrator, so ratepayers are denied their democratic 
rights! So we have no council. There is no debate, no community consultation, thanks to the 
state government. 
Prior to state government interference the business of managing the city was satisfactory. 
We want our democratic rights! 
We have to allow our city to develop. King Edward park is a glaring example of do nothing 
no matter what it costs. tourists are appalled at our inactivity to satisfy a very minor protest 
group who have no vision past their noses. Will Newcastle ever grow up?, years of 
procrastination over every advancement of our cities future seems to stalled by a very small 
group, well, I don't know what they stand for. But, half a million hunter residents wonder why 
it takes years to get a decision on basic improvements to our city. ( the king Edward park 
bowling club site is a pathetic example of your inability to govern our city) 
CBD development and free parking stations to encourage usage 
street cleaning in inner city, suburban areas around venues, pubs. lots of refuse that should 
be controlled by the venues but local residents end up cleaning up mess especially in 
Islington Hamilton region. 
Stop treating council as an apprenticeship to a political career, move on from political 
partisanism and start serving the ratepayers you are supposed to represent. 
More concentration of resources on the suburbs instead of the CBD. Our local shopping 
center had gone backwards over the decades because of the large shopping centers and 
the fixation with the CBD. 
Engaging with state government on long term planning for city 
Council needs to insist that the NSW Govt provides a co-ordinated transport system that will 
meet the requirements of the city and surrounds. Just to provide a light rail from Wickham to 
Pacific Street falls far short of the needs of this city. 
The footpaths. Particularly around mayfield/islington area. They were awful before the nbn 
went in and now they are atrocious. It makes it difficult for people with mobility issues, older 
people and parents with prams to get around. Embarrassing went we have visitors from 
other cities and they comment on it! 
Work within budget and make a final decision about the rail. 
Fix footpaths/rubbish/street sweeping/lighting in areas like Islington. Merewether seems to 
get plenty of attention but other suburbs miss out. 
When I ask you to something I would like you to tell me when you will do or if you are not 
going to it then you need to tell me and why. 
Listen to & communicate more effectively in relation to issues / concerns raised by 
ratepayers and action in a timely manner, not just be condescending and provide just lip 
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service. 

unity to help newcastle going forward 
Thew Council should put emphasis on maintaining the rail corridor, since lack of trains is 
causing traffic chaos in the CBD 
Monitoring of development with sensitivity to local built environment in residential areas, 
particularly older suburbs with specific attributes which make them 'liveable', (ie lack of traffic 
flow in streets not designed for high load / density). 
Getting the CBD organised and the light rail issues 
Removing party politics & ideology from council decisions and getting on with managing the 
City for the sake of its residents and businesses. This includes fighting against the state 
government's plans for light rail on any part of Hunter and Scott Streets; ie, keeping it on the 
rail corridor (except for the small part to Pacific Park). 
More transparency regarding their budgets and where the money is going. Also, starting a 
roadworks task and actually completing it rather than leaving it there for months half finished 
only to return months later to finish it off. There's three main ones I can think of right now 
where all the speed reductions still apply through the roadworks area yet nothing has 
happened there in months! 
Council officers respond to questions via telephone - and follow through when saying they 
will pass on requests for information or saying that a responsible officer will contact with a 
response to the query. 
Transport 
Get on with it. 
sort out the CBD....do not put rail or trams or whatever up the main street......also need to 
sort out parking at the beaches.....the new bathers way is good but the loss of parks at the 
cliff and at merewether is not good at all. 
Changes can be good....but it needs to be positive change to something that is better than 
what we had. 
They must stop putting Labour Party politics and (usually woeful) attempts at political 
wedging ahead of the best interests of the city's progress and development. 
Bringing back services we already had before rate increases came through. A set collection 
day for large waste for example. The voucher system is inconvenient; in particular regarding 
the times allowed. And if you are a renter - ridiculous. This was a service we have lost in 
many people's opinion. Bringing it back would reduce illegal dumping and was frankly 
something fun for people! 
Stray dogs and dogs off leads around the New Lambton area.  Also owners not picking up 
the dogs "business".  Footpaths are stained and smell. 

The elected Council waste too much time and resources on nonsense issues instead of 
making prompt decisions that allow staff to get on with the job. The elected Council are an 
embarrassment.  
The amenities at Empire Park at Wallsend are a disgrace. 
We could do with a few more footpaths around Waratah West and crossings around 
Waratah Public School.  The mix of pedestrian traffic and Kmart traffic will end in an 
accident. 
Have twice asked N.CC to remove very tall large gumtree on Council reserve & adjoining my 
back fence. Leaves & branches continuously drop into my back yard & I have to pay for 
removal of same. I am one of 3 residents affected by this very large dangerous tree, as 
some branches fallen are large. I am 76 yr old OAP & object to paying for debri from N.CC 
monstrous gum tree. 
I know of at least one struggling senior citizen group who feel threatened by council 
Value for money best for the rate payers 
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The ability to travel in non-motorised ways needs to be enhanced.  This includes slopes for 
footpaths at intersections, pedestrian crossings across busy streets (including busy side 
streets, such as Regent St in New Lambton by Regent Park), and more cycleways across 
the city.  [I'm very pleased about the relatively new shared footpath by New Lambton South 
School, and the new shared path near Hamilton North school -> these are great! More, 
please. :) ] Could council also please advertise (on bill boards, on radio, in newsletters, etc to 
raise community awareness) as well as give warnings, and then penalty notices (in that 
order preferably) to the people who park cars, trucks, trailers, etc. across the naturestrip and 
footpath?  This is a huge impediment to pedestrian traffic and children cycling.  Many times 
it's dangerous when people/pushers/cyclists are forced onto the road. We're supposed to be 
exercising more, and find the way (in all suburbs) is blocked by inconsiderate drivers. I'm not 
sure if people are unaware that what they're doing is wrong as well as inconsiderate, or if 
they just don't care.  But it's quite common, both by residents and tradies.  It would probably 
be unfair to just go around fining people in the first instance, so a safety awareness blitz 
would really help I think.  Maybe Roads and Maritime could also become involved, as I 
imagine it's a statewide problem. 
Listen to the residents/ratepayers.  For far too long 3 Business Groups in this city have 
controlled the Agenda, this requires major change starting with Newcastle City Council.  
Bring back the street cleaners then our City will start to look pristine again and reduce the 
parking meter fees they must be the most expensive in Australia. 
When mowing lawns-car parks, medium strips etc all grass should be collected not flushed 
down the gutters. Pavers in CBD should lay flat not lifting. 

Short term: Continue to press the state government on utilising the existing rail corridor for 
the light rail. 
Long term: lots more trees, cycle ways and preservation of existing green spaces. 
Clean Hunter and King Streets every morning, including Saturdays, Sundays and Public 
Holidays before the time customers, visitors and workers appear. This applies to venues like 
Foreshores after the events end. 
Get control of the decision process for the development of Hunter Street before the State 
Govt emasculates it. Keep Hunter Street free of light rail. If the suggested rail line sits above 
the tarmac, how will disabled people cross the street? 
Council must get rid of the political influence of both parties in its decision making. Council 
needs to concentrate on efficiency & speed to complete its works programmes - currently 
this does not seem to be the case at the moment. 
Traffic management and parking facilities in Hunter St should remain. The light rail should go 
down the rail corridor. 
Better listening to the community and being transparent with the results / findings. 
issues concerning the light rail route and expanding it to be more inclusive of other suburbs 
such as the university. The route should be along the existing corridor. PEOPLE OF 
NEWCASTLE NEED TO MOBILIZE AND SHOW THEIR DISSATISFACTION WITH THE 
STATE GOVs plan 
Increase frequency of kerbside collections 
Improve maintenance of verges and parkland in Fletcher area. 
Better support for Newcastle Regional Art Gallery with own director.  Better system of ramps 
from footpaths to roads to allow easier transit for prams and strollers. More separated cycle 
ways. 

1. Honesty and transparency about what they want to do with the heavy rail corridor. Don't 
support a survey that tries to fool the public in not using the heavy rail corridor for heavy rail.  
2. The jesmond to rankin park bypass needs to be actioned now. 
Fighting the state government on the plan to put light rail down hunter street.  It will kill off 
the city. 
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The elected council is making decisions that the majority of rate payers do not agree with.  
1) We are a major coal town, council should reverse its decision not to deal with banks that 
are involved with financing coal mining. This is absurd. 
2) We want the light rail asap! 
3) We want more development in the city, lets keep our heritage but if its derelict knock it 
down and allow developers to build something that will bring more people to the area. 
4) I'm not a developer no do I know any, but they only build to the demands of market. If its 
not to the demands of the market, then they wont sell/ lease the buildings. YES they make 
money, but that's not a bad thing. Its how you measure what the market wants. Successful 
developments mean more people which equals more shops etc to meet the demand. More 
shops equals more employment. More employment equals more people that can afford to 
live in the region. More people who live in the region equals more rates and fees from 
services. 
this makes it easier for council to manage its assets.  
Encourage development it makes sense! 
Move out toward the suburbs - its great that millions are spent on the beach but there are 
plenty of other areas that are always missing out - e.g.Beresfield ,tarro - there aren't even 
any footpaths there or facilities in the park when we visit - regularly for sporting events, 
Wallsend is getting better though. If we catch the train (a treat sometimes) as there are no 
buses to Tarro park there are also no footpaths to get to the park for our soccer and cricket 
games when we are forced to take the pram on the road walking up Anderson drive. Surely 
the community deserves a footpath when there has been millions spent in the coastal areas 
that I am lucky enough to live in. 
Where is the equality as these resident all pay rates also but it seems their rates are moved 
out of the area - the pool is another point - we travel to use that pool as it is really one of the 
safest and best for a family but not many even know about it! 
Maintaining the footpaths throughout the suburbs 
Community consultation and community programes to help improve the city. Give a hands 
on approach so their doesn't have to be public outory when decisions are made by council's 
alone. Give community some say in the planning of things. 
There does not appear to be enough attention paid to provision of basic services outside of 
the inner city and beachfront areas.For example is there any plan to provide footpaths in the 
New Lambton area where people have been waiting for over 70 years. 
City workers are parking all day in front of private residences in more of the inner city now, in 
order to avoid paying for parking in 8 hour areas. It is becoming more of a problem with new 
apartments being built, with construction workers needing parking too. Maybe forward 
planning needed for areas to be used as "park & ride" in future to ease this increasing 
inconvenience to more and more residents who have problems with deliveries and visitors 
not being able to get a park near their homes. 
Less political infighting and backstabbing and more performing for the community 
good,growth and development. Also not allowing minority groups override decision process.  
Decisions lack strong direction and much time wasting occurs at Council meetings because 
of grandstanding and what often appears to be petty bickering.The childlike behaviours of 
some councillors never ceases to amaze 
I guess I could know more about what Council is doing and I guess this information is 
available online and it is probably up to me to satisfy myself with knowing what's on.  So if 
Council is making this info available that's good. 
cycleways 
Better maintenance of roads and parks in suburban areas. 
Better management of mature trees. 
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More cycleways are needed. Very few pavements/sidewalks allow disabled bodies in 
wheelchairs and mobility scooters access. Not enough shaded bus stops. Benches at bus 
stops badly need to be replaced. Not many parks have concrete paths for parents with 
prams or mobility vehicles. Need more trees in areas where there is no shade for 
pedestrians. More carparks at supermarkets need sunshades as they do in Queensland. 
NSW can get just as hot. More businesses need disabled access from the pavement. Easier 
access to change traffic lights for disabled to cross road, especially those on scooters. Some 
buttons are so far away, it's impossible to reach. All buses that cannot allow disabled 
passengers ought to be removed from service. I hope you read this carefully because I 
depend on your co-operation as a community member to keep the economy going. 
Customer service, transparency 
Maintain and improve facilities we have (use sturdy materials vandals will struggle to 
damage, improve public toilets (especially at the beaches, often they are disgusting), keep 
all our libraries, run light rail down the current corridor, plant more trees and stop removing 
so many. Genuinely ask locals what they think of plans and listen to the response. 
Encourage owners of inner city buildings to renovate buildings into housing (changing zones 
if needed)but not going bigger just within the current footprint. Employ friendly staff. Look 
around at all the spots that could accommodate a parking space instead of plonking a no 
parking sign where there is room for one more car to park safely. Remove loading zones 
promptly once buildings have been completed. Run buses up and down the rail corridor until 
light rail is complete. Improve public transport, genuinely ask the people what they want and 
make it happen. Please and thank you :) 
Better communication, regulas & consistent Quality service across all areas, not just 
excelling in some while others are poor. 
Get back to basics. If we cant afford it dont do it. Do it once ( classic examples, drainage on 
path near cafe Stockton beach to beach,installation of bollards around areas of Stockton 
(which are constantly removed by fisher persons)(lack of garbage bins during peak tourist 
times)( installation of signs that get bent or blown over because of poor engineering)Do I 
need to continue. I think that the council needs to get out more and make good decisions 
based on community consultations . Instead of making self evident mistakes. Talking to 
locals could save ratepayers money.And finally crack down on this coal dust pollution issue. 
Coal dust and salt create acid. Not good for anyone's health. 
Better/more parking in the CBD 
Bring back trains to Newcastle City (NOT IN HUNTER ST) as they were, even prolong them 
to beaches & tourist areas of the future say 50 years ahead from 2016 & make available to 
accommodation nearby, like Caravan parks & cabins for families. I took my 6 children on 
holidays to areas that had good transport & accommodation nearby with beaches, etc.. 
Why was a cruise ship cancelled? on mothers day 2016 BAD FOR TOURISM?! 
WHY! not develop Broadmeadow CAR PARKS multi storey All buses to station (Rail) I had 
to wait 1 hour at Broadmeadow after alighting from train with luggage. LONG walk to bus 
stop I was hungry, nothing open? I was thirsty..? Newcastle is dead, no idea how to treat 
tourists. In city all eat & drink places in Hunter St close at 5.30 if your walking, not funny! So! 
catch a bus & go to Hamilton or go home. (MY EXPERIENCE) of Newy Shopping centres 
best. Have all, except trains. 
Improve the condition of back streets in The Junction, Merewether etc 
Further improve cycleways and add footpaths on many streets without them. Often one sees 
mothers pushing a pram along the street, to the right of parked cars, because there is no 
footpath. This is so wrong. 
I don't know, sorry. 
Tree planting and green areas.  Stricter heritage laws. Cleaning of Newcastle Ocean Baths 
changing rooms.  Ensuring garbage bins are picked up on correct days. Cleaning up of 
roadside areas along Newcastle road out to M1.   That is a disgrace and a terrible eyesore 
for people entering or leaving Newcastle. 
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Firstly...The 3 R's-Rates, Rubbish & Roads and really just listen to your rate payers and 
control your department heads attidutes to any suggestion from ratepayers - we are not your 
enemy. Consider a day/time each week for unrestricted street sweeping in every suburban 
street and signposted as in Melbourne. No stopping - streetsweeping from Time to Time eg. 
8am to 12noon. This would go a long way to keep our streets clean and drainage 
unclogged!!! 
CBD Parking 
Beautify this city, maintenance of facilities over and above just the foreshore, get on with 
renewal and development, sack Damian Jaeger! 
To make sure elected representatives are operating harmoniously with the communities 
overall interest and not solely pursuing their own agendas. 
Listening to public opinion about important issues 

- increase recycling bins in public places (beaches and parks often only have a garbage bin) 
- time lights in city to help with the flow of traffic (A15 to M1 is particularly bad westbound 
- increase number of 'turn Left on red light with caution' occas 
Stop listening to vocal groups that are not directly involved with areas of discussion. Vocal 
minorities and developers are running the city. If no parking in the city where can we park to 
get on a bus, train or light rail? 
Maintaing garbage and roads are no.1 priority. 
I consider that the ratepayers of Newcastle get very good value for the rates they pay.  I like 
to see the parks being well maintained.  I live near Gregson Park and it is always 
immaculate, as well as Civic Park.  Those workers who maintain those parks should be 
congratulated.  The responsibilities of Council are far and wide.  I am only affected by a few 
of these aspects.  I say this as a happy ratepayer and cannot offer any further suggestions 
apart from expecting this service to be maintained considering how much our rates are 
increasing. 
Communication with communities about anything that affects their way ofliving 
Focus on core services first. Stop council infighting or replace them with adminirator that has 
no ties to silly party factional policies. Reduce the number of councillors and council admin 
staff. 
Long term planning 
I think the council does a good job really. Maybe promoting its achievements in the popular 
media might help ameliorate all the complaining that council receives! 
Perform as a team for the good of our city and stop running around promoting personal 
agendas!! 
People are very irritated with the number of parking metres that do not work, especially on 
Laman St. I have telephoned with someone from about a metre that didn't work on Wolfe St 
and he asked me to quote the serial number of the machine. By this time, I was back at 
work. Because I could not quite the number, he wouldn't report it. This needs some 
simplifying. If someone ties the trouble to call about a problem that is not their own, really 
that is the end of their responsibility. When a machine wasn't working on Laman St, I 
emailed - including photos with the serial number - and never had a response. After these 
two experiences, of course I am not going to invest more of my time in reporting which 
machines are not working. Some kind of check needs to be put in place. 
more skate parks and areas for people to participate in skateboarding. Maybe looking into 
improving the park at newcastle main beach and a resurface ? 
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Cycleways from the suburbs into the city. 
Upgrading sports facilities particularly National Park area where tennis courts were and the 
athletic track. 
More tennis walls! 
More business development in CBD. 
Encourage more tourists into the city especially those off the ships - they all seem to go up 
to the vineyards or Port Stephens and Newcastle misses out, therefore we need something 
to encourage them to stay in town.  More defined historical walk, aboriginal cultural center / 
show, encourage more large retailers back into city. 
Move on and accept and support the light rail. 
Local Roads and Footpaths are in a poor state in my area, even when council reseals the 
road, few months later , water board and/or gas company came and dig it up .There is no 
planning or communication between council and other services. 
make those responsible for stuffing up the road at my end of the street fix it up  before they 
leave  
 when they work on the railway and coles sort the problem out with their sewerage  and get it 
fixed 
i'd like to see a more comprehensive vision for the future with a good transport hub, light rail, 
and better and safer cycleways. 

Bulk waste collection  
Parking CBD 
Drains not blocked that will cause flooding 
Listening to what people want and are concerned about. Why not set up in a local area on a 
Saturday (not during the week when lots of people work) and invite them to come down and 
listen to what people want in their local area. 
Transportation: 
 - Cycle paths that link and don't stop at difficult junctions where they are really be needed. 
 - Increase of bus services into town so that cars are not needed 
 - Linking of bus services & trains - we know that the train line cut is not your fault however 
there is NO real solution to transport into town other than in the car or on the bike (which is 
impractical with children) 
Remember that Newcastle is more then the CBD. 
Keeping gutters and footpaths clean - removing fallen leafs and discarded cigarettes etc 
from blocking drains and/or polluting our waterways. 
1.Parking in cbd too expensive for people on low income that must visit CBD on regular 
basis. 
2.Council has totally failed in making bicycle pathways safe to encourage less use of cars. 
3. I am ashamed how the foreshore building approvals have gone.Absolutely no lack of 
vision for future generations..GREEN SPACE! Can you believe that total fail around the 
Honeysuckle precinct??? 
Thanks for listening 
We have a world class city here NEWCASTLE a show place for the rest of the world and big 
focus should be on attracting over seas geusts to come to NEWCASTLE  to spend thier 
holliday dollars in the city good for the local economy good for the city a boost for all also 
enchrouge Australians too come and visit us as well. 

More avenues to understand and influence Council's decision making. 
A proper plan for greening Newcastle. Need more street trees with well shaped canopies 
and shade. 
Make Newcastle an interactive easy living safe city with good infrastructure, and transport 
options, quality restaurants, cafes, music and social venues 
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Maintaining a good level of service to residents. Continue improvements to local cycleways 
and to add more areas that are cycle friendly. Footpaths need to continually be improved. 
Furthermore, another area of improvement would be to add more turning lanes along 
Maitland Road from West Mayfield into town to ease bottlenecks and to make turning safer 
for drivers. 
As a regular beach goer, car parking and vehicle access at city beaches definately needs to 
be improved recognising that most surfers and other rever beach goers need to drive to the 
beach. Trying to find a carpark at the beach on the weekend,especially at Nobby, is a joke. 
Sustainability and not living beyond the carrying capacity of the city.  So far more importance 
on inner city organic food gardens, local production of stuff, and moving to ban single use 
non-degrdable plastic bags and food containers. Support  roof gardens beehives chicken 
runs composting and cycleways and stop the overdevelopment. Look at zero waste 
proposals.  
Stop the Liberals putting in an undemocratic executive (which will be a pro high rise 
development privatisation bunch of goons no doubt) and removing our elected officials.  How 
can this be legal? 
Too political in their public face. Manage their brief well. Garbage, parks, roads.  Too much 
concentration on aspects outside their reason for existence and not enough on ratepayers 
and providing basic services well. 
Listen to the community and support them. We have a tough battle with decisions being 
made outside our city. 
I swear that our roads are being engineered by 18year olds who do not drive.  Closing 
Railway St in Wickham was criminal.  Creating one-way streets is making Newcastle into 
Sydney.  We live in Newcastle because we do not want to live in Sydney. We should not be 
short-changed on quality improvements.   
The 'new' Wickham Station looks nothing more than a carport, last I looked at the plans.  
What is Newcastle's obsession with sheds (entertainment centre, fishing co-op)  and 
carports?  Poor country cousin? 
A high rise in the city precinct is not going to create a harmonious living environment unless 
infrastructure is provided. Rail in the rail corridor! Jesmond should be made into the 
commercial centre. 
Loaded questions are not answering our concerns. 
I live in Carrington and it is truly a beautiful place to live - especially around Throsby Creek 
now,  but the Council does not treat it the way it treats Merewether. More street cleaning and 
garbage bins around parks are required. Bitumen on pathways is not aesthetically pleasing.  
Allowing Ausgrid to disfigure our trees, when they are supposed to be our assets??   
Removing trees is not the answer, but sympathetic pruning is. 
After removing rail infrastructure to the centre of town (in what has come to be thought of in 
many circles as a blatant land grab) Council is going to have to fight very hard for the 
elements needed to enliven the CBD for the long term. PARKING - can't fobbed off as a 
developer responsibility only. Council needs to be proactive via 3 prongs - 1 better public 
transport to CBD, 2 -separate safe on-road bikeways. Not a drawing on the bitumen you 
would otherwise drive over, and 3 parking. After that the amazing and unique city of 
Newcastle will sell itself - assuming you also value the heritage. And can you stop shutting 
the bogie hole!!! Just stick up a user beware sign/pictogram. 
Our inner city is appalling. I am tired of hearing nothing but bickering between our 
Councillors with no action to improve the city!!! Council should focus on revitalising our inner 
city and making it a place visitors to Newcastle can enjoy. Go to any other city centre IN THE 
COUNTRY and you will find a vibrant hub. In Newcastle we have difficulty parking, no direct 
public transport, rows of derelict buildings, street lights etc that are aged, mismatched or 
damaged...it's an embarrassing mess. DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT! 
Better long term provisions for transport, traffic, revitalisation of city. Support people's fight 
against State Government control. Stand firm against bad decisions being foisted upon the 
city. Lobby for greater share of NSW Government funding. 
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Listening to the majority of residents. Change must happen to our CBD to keep the city 
moving forward. Concentrate on the transport hub in the old store building and the 
connection with the light rail. Improve parking in the West End to entice people to use public 
transport, but make it reasonably priced so as not to discourage its use. Further investigation 
into a cruise terminal near Lee Wharf. This will also have a positive impact on the transport 
hub. Look at the improvements to cities like Manchester, Stuttgart, Basel, even Melbourne to 
see the impact light rail has on these communities. 
Elected Council need to stop arguing and actually start delivering. Work better with state 
government regardless of political alliances 
Council must decide how to manage the influx of motor cars into the CBD with the truncation 
of the rail and in particular with the complete dismissal of the State government and its 
developer body for any consideration of CBD parking. 
Council should police parking, especially at weekends in the East End. The streets are not 
cleaned with any regularity and are frankly embarrassing in their condition 
Council needs to improve its follow up with ratepayers when they bring something to 
council's attention. Half the time you make an online request and it just gets ignored. I also 
think council needs to do more with weed control on roads and median strips in the council 
area sometimes it looks disgraceful and I think what would a tourist to our area go away 
thinking. 
Greening our city better planing of plant species so future councils do not have to murder 
perfectly healthy trees 

 
 It would be wonderful to get land /commercial buildings more attractive ie maintenance by 
the owners so it becomes more appealing when tourists visit the CBD.Graffitti and overall 
appearance of how Hunter Street looks in particular.It looks rather grotty dirty and uninviting 
to persons who visit live and work in the area.Council should be able to have more power to 
assist business owners to care for their properties especially if they ate vacant. 
Parking! Transport for everyone! Parking could be used at old gas works at Chatham Rd, 
then bus (free) into town. 

 Encourage a clean up of the greater Hunter St area - in some areas, I still wouldn't walk 
around by myself at night. Regarding waste collection, council garbage collectors need to be 
aware of bins falling over and littering the street. 
Getting the CBD in order regarding light rail and parking in general - should not have sold off 
parking stations for one - more emphasis on greening the city - get rid of figs from residential 
streets and plant appropriately 
Be more assertive in dealings with State government, for whom Newcastle is a low priority 
and only here to provide money for things in Sydney 
reduce cost of swimming pools so that lower socio economic groups can be healthy and 
strengthen social fabric of our community. 

 
 1.  Stand firm on inner city development, ensuring that our heritage is preserved, particularly 
the low-rise nature of the eastern portion of the CBD and preserving the sight lines between 
harbour and the cathedral.  
 
2.  Appoint a suitably qualified and experienced Director of the art gallery.  
 
3. Proceed with the redevelopment of the art gallery and actively seek the funds to do so 
from state and federal governments. 

 better focus on environment and fighting the trend to large development in CBD 
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Heritage and Conservation 
 
Better communication  with community members 
 
Faster response for street collection of dumped rubbish 

 Encourage use of Newcastle Voice!  
 
 
 
Improve DA was extrememly unprofessional and we were told incorrect information from the 
DA officer. Considering this a paid service we were extremely dissatisfied. 
Bringing development into the CBD to liven it up a bit 
Governance of main street programs to ensure accountability and equity in the distribution of 
Special Levy Funds. 
Council should try to take action on the continued dereliction of the Victoria Theatre, on the 
indefinite matter of the path of the light rail, and on the condition of the footpath on western 
side of Darby St. 
A resolution to the merger debacle. Especially NOT allowing the name Newcastle to 
disappear. 

 No comment 
Better library facilities 
Long-term planning that focuses on the needs of the residents, especially those who are 
disadvantaged, including affordable housing in the CBD and surrounds ie close to health 
and community services. 
Recognise the unique and historic character of the city as being invaluable and 
irreplaceable, recognise that visitors to Newcastle from all around Australia and the world 
are drawn to this and not necessarily to a "four star" slick image. Perhaps some surveys of 
visitors should be taken at "tourist" spots. I am involved in such and hear first hand 
comments from visitors. PLEASE don't fall into the "modernisation" trap with concrete and 
high rises. FIX the train debacle and admit the damage being done NOW because of it. 
STOP cutting down trees. thank you for the work you do. 
Council activities should be MUCH more transparent, particularly in relation to planning.  
 
There is very little accountability and MUCH scope for corruption. 
 
Heritage is given only lip service -not good enough. 
Councillors need to be more aware of our concerns. I have not seen my local councillors at 
all and have not been able to contact them when I have tried. We have a house two door 
away which is in a shocking state and is held by a landlord who does nothing about the 
structure or the garden, including a hedge which need drastic cutting i.e. it is at least a metre 
on to the footpath. I spoke to someone in admin and was assured that something would be 
done (I may add that the footpath in this part of the street is in appalling condition) That was 
bout 4 months ago and absolutely nothing has been done. What is the best way to contact 
our councillors??? 
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Provide free three hour parking to encourage business into the CBD, stop fisherman from 
fishing where people walk and ride they make a terrible smelling mess and are dangerous to 
pedestrians and cyclist nit looking when they cast their lines, it was a discussing filthy mess 
when all the Asian where fishing along the wall from Wickham to Honeysuckle, they were 
even blocking the children's park, the sandstone blocks along the walk were covered in 
blood and gut stains and smelt discusting and would deter any tourists as it did myself and 
my family, I witness fisherman so intent on his catch that he knocked a cyclist from her bike 
which his rode as he cast behind himself and not speaking English couldn't even apologies 
for the pain and damage he caused, there should be a ban on fishing from public paths there 
is plenty of places along the coast line that they can fish away from making a mess and 
danger on our paths and walk ways under the Carrington bridge that's especially filthy and 
dangerous, development of apartments without suitable parking by the developer is wrong 
there should be 2 car parks for each apartment and a visitors for every two appertments. 
Selling if our port and assists is a disgrace and very wrong council should have stood firm 
and fought on the behalf of Newcastle residents! We need a cruise liner port that is 
resorctable and mirdern to bring tourism to our city. Clean safe public toilets not unisex. 
More beach parking. No wonder we all shop at Charlestown and Kotara they get good 
parking and it's free for the first three hours with Charlrstown square offering five hours free 
for the long weekend why would you venture into Newcastle. The parking meters are a 
majour deterrent to going into the CBD. Public transport is always filthy and never an option 
to anyone that ownes a vehicle so why would you bother with it. Heritage buildings stand 
vandalized mess that's a terrible neglect of busting up buildings. 
Listen to the community rather than developers re public transport, future hypothetical light 
rail location, not fighting enough against state govt to keep the rail as it's now really difficult 
to get to the CBD with public transport. 
Careful, balanced planning for the future to enhance the best features of Newcastle City, 
enhancing the Liveability for residents and visitors. 
Traffic - when the Newcastle 20++ years ago traffic flow has a problem.   As residential 
estates I enough thought and roads infrastructure. Take for example, Maryland  > Fletcher > 
Minmi. One lane in and out. Congestion in peak times and school times in driving parking lot. 
This is worst a residential estates increased. West Wallsend and Cameron Park  (Lake 
Macquarie City Council) a problem  -  the Link Road a congest too. Why to London did make 
to ring road around Newcastle linking a road and A43. 
Transparent planning 
 
Willingness to take on state government on planning and development proposals esp. light 
rail and the development of the CBD.  
 
Oppose "chain saw" Mike and his henchmen's plans to destroy trees in Civic Park to widen 
the road to compensate for the reduced capacity of Hunter Street when light rail is set on 
raised concrete platforms 
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Involve the community much more and listen to them, not just acknowledge what they say, 
but act on what they say.  
 
 
 
Also, very, very carefully examine high rise development applications in the CBD and East 
end, developers are playing "smoke and mirror" games with Council administrators and are 
attempting to override building height and other building constraints, which are not being 
picked up by the administrators. 
 
 
 
Considerable attention needs to be given to repairing and resurfacing Newcastle CBD roads 
and footpaths, some are disgusting e.g. Hunter Street (increased bus services are 
responsible), footpaths in Darby Street shopping centre are very bad, some tripping 
dangerous  etc., etc. 
 
 
 
Tourism is potentially the greatest revenue earner for Newcastle and its environs, all facilities 
need be made first class to attract tourists and well advertised both externally and locally, as 
should Newcastle events. The Newcastle ocean baths and it's facilities is urgently in need of 
a full makeover, it's terrible at present. 

 Please keep the high rise (more than 8 stories) out of the Newcastle Mall Heritage area and 
keeping it south of Darby Street. I think the Council does a pretty good job overall and love 
walking Bathers Way. I am not sure there are enough rangers fining people for dog pooping 
as the Bathers Way remains a minefield. 
Campaign for restoration of rail service to Newcastle station and failing that light rail to run 
along rail corridor. Pedestrian over bridges over railway line. 
 
No development on frail corridor. No high rise east of Union Street. No encroachment on 
Civic Park. 
Clearer long term plan required for the CBD. Confirm maximum building heights for the East 
End CBD.  Repair the Bogeyhole and restore King Edward Park headland to public use. 
Repair Shepherds Hill building. Encourage more public sculptures. Restore funding for Art 
Gallery extension. 
Proper planning for the precinct from Hunter St to art gallery etc. light rail to be along existing 
rail corridor - no widening of King St and no rail impediment along Hunter St. NSW gov has a 
lot to answer for. Council is much better balanced with the new mayor i.e. consultative and 
better planning focus 
Speeding up development applications and encouraging development in our city 
STEAM CLEAN THE FOOTPATHS ESPECIALLY IN THE WEST END REGULARLY 
 
 
 
GREEN THE CITY with trees and flowers and maintain them. 
Advocating for the people of Newcastle not developers. Advocate to restore Newcastle Post 
Office. Transport corridor to Newcastle CBD to be used for transport services not Buildings. 
Actually using the feedback the community provides!! Nuatali seems to run her own agenda 
and seems more interested in making flashy videos than actually addressing issues. Long 
term planning for Newcastle's future is great, but we don't see any works on the ground 
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Put the light rail on the heavy rail line and use trains that can transfer to the mainrail system.  
Putting the light rail down Hunter Street will be an economic disaster and a traffic nightmare. 
More free parking at the beach, the numbers of parks have been reduced along bathers way 
which is disappointing, the cliff car park upgrade is worse than the previous carpark in terms 
of usable car spaces, as is strezlecki carpark. Stricter rules on dangerous dog 
breeds/problem dogs in suburbs i.e. viscious dogs should not be allowed to live in a 
suburban neighbourhood. Lobby for green corridor or community friendly development 
where train line was removed - do not allow high story construction near harbour. 

 
 Not happy that the tennis courts at National Park have been allowed to deteriorate. The 
courts at the front of the District Park complex have also been in a state of disrepair for a 
number of years. There have been ongoing articles in the press about addressing this but no 
action.  
 
 
 
The residents at the top of Ocean St Merewether were promised that a residential paved 
road hump would be installed to stop traffic flow to the dead end after reducing the size of 
the road by half to allow for a wider pedestrian path. This has not been delivered and due to 
a lack of space to turn around, people drive up over the footpath or drive into private 
property to turn around. Some drivers don't even slow down and I have seen some near 
misses. Its only a matter of time before someone is hurt. 
A vision for an economic future that will provide long term stability and a true position as 
NSWs second largest city. 
More, well considered commercial development of CBD and beach areas.  
 
NO MORE unwarranted rate rises!! 
 
This survey is open to vastly different interpretation - I'm dissatisfied with the NCC's 
performance on heritage conservation, because I believe there is too much emphasis on 
what some call Newcastle's cultural feel. I DO NOT want further dodgy old buildings kept 
well past their use by date. Build a new and improved cultural feel. Take a photo before you 
knock it down. 
The Council needs to learn to make hard decisions and then take responsibility for them. 
Parking in the CBD.  I live at Honeysuckle Drive. There are 5, 5 minute parking spaces in 
Settlement Lane (supposedly for Chifley Apartments).  I believe they would only require 2. 
Parking meters are unnecessary, it's revenue raising, and not encouraging for visitors. The 
meters often malfunction. A shop owner I know is looking to relocate his business from 
Charlestown.  I begged him to move to the city because we desperately need a decent 
deli/fruit store here and he said he never would because of parking restrictions that would be 
detrimental to his business. The existing delis are extremely limited in what they offer. 
The condition and look of National Park along Smith Street and National Park Street is 
pathetic. Resurfacing of NP Street is a must and the foot path. The walk way beside the 
drain and athletics field is second rate and the dirt and unorganized parking on smith street 
must be improved. Smith street is a vital traffic thorough fare for commuters to Market Town 
and for workers. The free parking week days, is a necessity. Adequate street lighting on 
Smith street is mandatory for the workers and shoppers at night. Grass maintenance in this 
area is inadequate, this area is messy and neglected and needs special attention for the 
people who frequent and live in its direct vicinity. 
Parking CBD and Honeysuckle area for workers and visitors. Light rail will not ease this as 
people in Newcastle are so use to convenience of going directly from A to B by car. 
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Council needs to continue their efforts in improving cycleways and active transport.  
 
They need to stop obstructing the NSW government in the plans to revitalise the city and 
actively work with them in a positive fashion. 
Heritage conservation, listening to residents on all matters, communication regarding the 
renewal of Newcastle.  I am unhappy with Council's response to the demolition and 
construction of dwellings in Denison St, Hamilton East when these houses were perfect for 
renovation and for families  - this will ruin the attractive streetscape which Council seems to 
promote but in reality do not!!! 
Long term plan for he city and services. 
Council,has just completed the repair of our Main Street and it is really good, it is a shame 
that it took so long to start the project. We in the western suburbs are feel we are forgotten 
about. I am hoping that our local pool is kept in council hands and we can retain the entry 
fee at the lower end, enabling the locals to use it. The pools that have been leased are not 
maintained to previous standards of NCC, and they are more expensive to attend. Not a 
good outcome. 
The Light Rail needs to use the public transport corridor ie the rail line all the way to 
Newcastle Station. The sale and development of any part of the Newcastle Rail Corridor 
must be prevented in the long term interests of the community and business. 
 
 
 
Careful inspection of CBD footpaths and crossings should be made regularly to prevent 
accidents to pedestrians and especially to those people who are mobility challenged. 
Council needs to be fiscally responsible, and they need to maintain the paths and roads that 
have been put in. Without well-maintained paths, and good traffic flow, new estates can be 
left in dire circumstances. This is unacceptable when promises have been made to created 
safe communities. 
more dedicated bike lanes or bike tracks for safe bike commuter travel 
Communication 
Environment; including maintaining trees and parks, clean air and waterways etc and 
planning that ensures we are not inundated with high rise apartments;but provided with 
liveable housing in keeping with the city's heritage, and areas linked by well planned, reliable 
public transport. 

 Stop talking about what should be done and initiat some positive action 
Promote and encourage a much faster train service from Sydney to Newcastle. 
Ensuring that planning and development activities are carried out consistently and effectively 
with focus on clear short, medium and long term goals (not just in the CBD but through the 
whole Council area).  This includes keeping  the influence of particular interest groups (such 
as developers and - for want of a better word - NIMBYs)in balance with the overall 
community benefit, as well as letting staff get on with their jobs when a framework has been 
established.  In addition, party politics should be clearly distanced from the daily business of 
council. 
Continue the current long term strategy for the CBDs revitalisation and increase Newcastles 
tourism profile. 
Remove party politics from decisions affecting the community. 
The current issue that I would like to see Council improve on would be regulation of traffic 
speeds within local areas.  Currently I live in a 40 speed limit area and just about nobody 
travels at this speed. 
Budget control. We voted for increase in rates. Now after a few years of good management 
under former/ sacked manager , we are now back in the red! 
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 longer term vision for unique aspects of Newcastle eg cbd, preservation of character rather 
than development for its own sake 
 
 
 
greater attention to greener options eg cycleways, public transport, green spaces 
Build more separated cycleways 
Bring more people into the city centres and fixing the tourist areas such as the surf clubs. 
Reducing rates and giving residents value for money with their rates compared to other 
councils.  
 
Newcastle consults residents and then makes their own decisions anyway. 
Traffic management, especially provision of cycle ways. 
Tourism to assist in job creation 
Make sure the rail line is not built on and provide play equipment in civic park 
Solving current issues first and fixing things that need to be fixed. No one will care if say a 
footpath look pretty if you can't walk along it properly without risk of tripping. 
Even though there are 40 km zones near schools we need more pedestrian crossings away 
from the schools like around Parkway Ave and Gordon Ave. Also the 40 km zone should 
stretch to Parry St not just to Parkway Ave because I always see kids crossing heavily traffic 
in the mornings. 
Clear open information as to the direction of planning in the CBD with regards to train line, 
tram height and route and development in mall etc. The council did not demand enough from 
the State government. 
 
The pavements in the CBD and mall are shabby mixed surfaces, they are dirty. The new 
pavements on King St are not uniform which does not create an overall street scape theme. 
 
London Plane trees were cut down surreptitiously and the outcome is not a high standard of 
repair. The concrete cuts in the new work are not to a high standard. It is another example of 
second rate council work. A long way off the standards that should be achieved. Council 
street trees are poorly pruned and cared for. No new trees have replaced ones lost in the 
April storms at Civic Park and in other areas. Council should stop misleading concept 
drawings being used that are never realistic. The Property Council  are allowed to lie about 
what the community want at the old train station. Markets are a real option. Why are they 
drilling holes at the bus depot? Council staff  are there to serve the community, step it up 
NCC and be honest! That would make a great first priority. 
Council is incompetent in address infringements by residents on reserves and on footpaths. 
 
 
 
Council inhibits affordable housing infill by its rules and regulations which seem to focus on 
promoting business for consultants rather than increasing housing stock in a no-fuss 
commonsense way. 
Supporting green power  
 
Protecting CBD heritage  
 
Promoting cycle ways and public transport 
Better parking in the CBD 
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Bike paths and parking for the city.  
 
 
 
Slow traffic and provide more pedestrian crossings on residential roads e.g. High Street, The 
Hill. Traffic on this road generally travel too fast to cross the street and many people need to 
cross incuding children and the elderly. 
Transparency of decision making and Accountability 
Stop selling of tracts of land ie. Glover's Lane, stop cutting down trees, stop ridiculous 
pruning of trees under powerlines - use arborists - make main routes into the city more 
attractive e.g. Hannell Street where trees died and were removed but never replaced except 
by weeds,make sure Newcastle CBD and East End are not over developed with high rise 
plus more. 

 Recently we opposed a development in s nieghbouring property. It was approved with 
conditions. We both work full time and i work in sydney.  Yet we were told the only way to 
see the conditions of the development was in person.. how can we do that? 
Encourage greater use of the CBD facilities. The Post Office building is in a terrible state. It 
needs to be used so that all can gain some benefit. 
footpaths in Ncle East. 
 
Art gallery renewal 
Let us know what you're planning in all areas, plus re-think the light rail use of any 
Newcastle roads 
To ensure that our ever increasing rates are used to the maximum effect. 
 
"More bang for our buck" 
Illegal dumping hot spots. 
 
Raise the profile with the use of cameras along Lenaghans Drive, between Minmi and Black 
Hill. 
Environmental and heritage protection 
Lord mayor is a show pony, and should represent the "Council Team". 
 
Insufficient parking in new developments like Court House and civic uni campus. Lack of 
parking stations forcing people to walk kms. 
 
Street parking too expensive for shopping, cafes, etc. 
 
Not enough control on dog feces and litter. 
 
Too many speed bumps. Just set the zone speed limit and leave it at that. 
 
Too many confusing pedestrian crossing and speed bumps. 
 
Sloppy lobbying over light rail. 
 
Pathetic future planning. There is no vision inunciated of what the city might be in 5, 10, 20 
or 50 years. 
Strive to get Newcastle as Newcastle wants not as Sydney wants. 
Nothing that I can say - I have only lived in Newcastle since 2013 and have not engaged 
with Council, except for libraries (excellent), art gallery (excellent) and sports fields, through 
my grandchildren. My responses are based on a very limited interaction with Council 
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services. 

Healthy and enriching lifestyle preservation and improvement, with cycleways, community 
events and cultural activities. 
There needs to be more on street rubbish bins. I was at the markets in newcastle east park 
and was walking back to bolton street carpark and not 1 bin along the way for my rubbish. 
Just a thought :) 
I would like more focus on repairing pot holes and sinking parts of roads and also some 
more maintenance on footpaths - especially in the Mall - the footpaths are terribly uneven 
and look very dirty. 

 Strategic Planning and management of Newcastle's CBD/coast (extended light rail and on 
old line; preservation of East End and Eastern CBD from any more high rise; development of 
West End; sustainable housing (WSUD , energy efficient, green) 
On Tuesday night of this week at 5.20pm on Minmi Road near the intersection of Maryland 
Drive near the Caltex, traffic was restricted to one lane each direction due to night 
roadworks.  This resulted in traffic being banked up from the Waste Management Centre in a 
westerly direction and right up past Bunnings to the lights on Cowper/Cameron Street the 
other direction.  This was a ridiculous time to schedule night road works as Minmi Road is 
ALWAYS congested at this time of the day. 
Somehow resolving the 'light rail' dilemma - any fixed rail through Hunter Street will have a 
serious adverse affect on the existing businesses.  I saw what it did to the Gold Coast whilst 
their light rail was being built.  Broadbeach was the only one to ultimately benefit. 
 
Newcastle buses are not ideal.  Very 'jerky' to travel in but must say that the drivers are 
polite and friendly.  Parking and transport are very important issues. 

 Remove ridiculous 4 way stop intersections throughout residential suburbs of New Lambton. 
Making the city busy and accessible - more high rise more parking and more frequent public 
transport 
City parking, more parks for kids, keep revitalising the city, doing a good job so far 
Putting descent play equipment in the area of Mayfield West so we can walk to them instead 
of having to get in the car. Also, some footpaths around the areas of Norris, Travers, and 
Thornton Aves of Mayfield West so my children can safely walk around our area and one 
day to school. 
Improve waste services in the maryland area. Improve parks in the maryland area. We don't 
have good parks at maryland we have to drive to fletcher or cameron park just so the kids 
can go to a decent park 
Footpath and road maintenance 
fix the footpath in front of my house here in New Lambton. 
 
Work towards fixing the parking issues in the CBD. 
Communications with its community stakeholders.   Cessation of the stupid and childish 
infighting that is taking place within the elected members and a focused & clearly 
communicated long term plan for overall development including social services.  Increased 
attention to disabled parking - especially in the area of the Town Hall & Theatre. 
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Keep the budget within forecasts and focus on infrastructure for the residents..  
 
 
 
Climate change and global, political and environmental issues are a state and national 
government consideration. 
 
 
 
 I think the council is very doing a good job but councillor divisions cause the public  to 
unnecessary concerns about directions of Newcastle and surrounding area. 
 
 
 
I support senior staff and councillors travel to get ideas from around Australia and overseas 
on best practice initiatives to grow Newcastle as a truly liveable city.  
 
 
 
Although Coal is still very important to Newcastle, we need to diversify into other industries. 

 to let the community know about whats being done and to not hear about it after it has 
already been approved 
I would like a better cycle network, please. 

 mow parks footpaths tidy up the streets lake Macquarie is a lot cleaner than newcastle 
Provide more disabled access to buildings and parking 
My own street has been waiting more than 2 years to be tared after already being sealed 
with gravel. 
Provide more and better cyclepaths 
Newcastle needs recognised and acted upon. 
I live in Mayfield near a big park, the streets are no longer swept, and there is a lot of rubbish 
build up, epecially broken glass around the skate bowl. The park is not maintained to the 
standard it was 10 years ago. I am very satisfied with my garbage service, even though the 
bins are not emptied 3-4 times per year (the entire street gets missed), they are prompt to 
send another truck when called. 

 Preserve old buildings like the Train station and the Post Office. Stop spending on 
environment and more on getting the city back to a thriving metropolis. 
Parking in CBD areas; I do not believe that the present infrastructure can cope with the 
intended population boom. Also, I would love to see chairs for hire in Civic Park like in 
London and lockers for hire at beaches - in order to minimise the theft of wallets and keys at 
our city beaches. 
Newcastle and it's people come first. Stop allowing developers/state/fed governments dictate 
outcomes. 
The provision of services is poor considering the future expansion the region is anticipating. 
Major investment in recreational required. Council to stop the petty fighting and be 
transparent. 

 Tree planting and greening our city 
Look after infrastructure. Promote tourism.have a long term vision for the city 
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Parking 
More Cycleways especially in the CBD 
 
Improve public transport to cbd to alleviate parking overflow issues in cbd  
 
Encourage use of cycle, walk and public transport in Newcastle city especially for trips under 
10km  
 
More visibility and community consultation for long term planning for NCC 
 
more visibility on long term planning for rate payers and locals 
 
More community involvement and sponsoring of community events and charities  
 
Encouraging, educating and planning for an environmentally sustainable future 
Every single ratepayer will have a different view of what NCC should do and how they could 
improve - you can never satisfy all the people all the time. My personal issues are with the 
lack of traffic lights (or roundabout) at the corner Melville and Brunker Rds, the poor state of 
the muddy area where cars park at Myer Park (Myer Lane)(Just pave it!!!) the handing over 
of Lambton Pool to a contractor who promptly got rid of the Learn to Swim school run by the 
Dept of Sport & Rec. The ridiculous light rail project being forced onto Hunter St. And the 
merger being forced on the Council by the State Govt. 
Not asking dubious questions in this survey about how satisfied I am with how clean the 
roads and paths are. I would far prefer to be asked if the roads / paths were in good 
condition first. Need to maintain and clean. 
public informstion 

 Environmental issues. 
Forget the political party system and each elected person to represent their respective 
areas, not the party. Also it should be mandatory for the elected people live in their area, 
otherwise how can they be deemed to be truly representative 
Efficient and effective use of ratepayers money for the long term sustainability of the city 

 transparency and accountability 
Make public transport a real, positive alternative, remove the stigma that it is only there for 
those too poor to own a car. No "topping up" off parking. Do not change to more congested 
City access by removing rail corridor. Be first city in Australia to govern by internet public 
consent. Make Council workers actually earn their money, eg roadworks and footpaths, 
quick efficient repairs, police contractors destruction of made surfaces. 
Planning for the CBD; ensuring that money is not wasted on infrastructure/transport that will 
be detrimental to the CBD.  Acting to either ensure that the light rail will down the existing rail 
corridor - or forgetting about light rail into the city and focusing instead on bus transport. 
Providing a functional transport hub from Wckham where various modes of transport can 
intersect, including buses to new routes, including the airport. Please don't run trams down 
Hunter St when the rail corridor is a cheaper, more functional option. 
Pedestrian Safety: crossings needed at Beaumont Street Hamilton station, crossing  Hunter 
Street Newcastle West (new childcare centre cnr Selma st). Vehicle noise: I drive and ride a 
motorbike but some vehicles exhaust noise levels are ridiculous. Does Council monitor this 
and if not who does? Signs at some outer areas such as Minmi, Barnsley etc asking people 
to drive carefully and keep noise down or perhaps traffic calming measures.  Thanks for this 
opportunity to feedback. 
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Get the long-term problems solved! Rail line, Parking, Businesses returning to CBD, private 
investment/development, cleaning up of derelict buildings in the CBD and close environs, 
etc. The constant re-checking of every decision has crippled our city and stymied any 
forward progress. We need leadership and courage more than ever. 
I have protested in the past re uprooting trees. have given up protesting because I have to 
hope that the people in power know what they are doing for the future of our children. For 
years it seemed nothing was happening for Newcastle but now I see lots happening and I 
hope that it will all pan out as good for the future. 
Communication of available services for all children to aged. Let us know when local sports 
teams are registering let us know what day care is avail for aged that still live at home 
Maybe start thinking of the outer suburbs of the council area so busy worrying on everything 
that happens in the CBD and all the outer suburbs get left behind bit of a let down 
considering we all pay our rates aswell and all our money seems to be used on everything in 
town very unfair especially Beresfield we just get left 
Consulting with residents and acting on their behalf. The most active this council got was 
when the amalgamation threatened their own jobs. 
Clean and green projectsp 
Long term planning with liveability and the environment at the forefront. 
Get on with the transition to light rail and the associated infrastructure and services to rebuild 
a vibrant city 
Sort out the Light Rail debacle. 
 
Apply some effort to suburbs to the west of the "coastal strip". 
Communication. I believe there is good long term planning going on. If this is so it would be 
good to communicate it. the current communication suggests the council is making it up as it 
goes along. 
CBD parking and disabled access to all public buildings. 
Stay keyed into the CBD development i.e. don't let the state government take over 
completely and keep the ratepayers regularly informed about what is happening currently 
and in the future. 
That Council listens to the community, keeps the community informed and gives valid 
reasons for decisions, particularly contentious ones, they make - even if it means 'standing 
up' to state government bodies. 
I would like more communication of what is both happening and planned. Maybe what has 
also been 'canned". I understand that things are very political and that is a pity but we need 
to be bigger than that. I like the letter notices that come out now and again about what the 
Council works will be doing in the near future. I would be happy if this was just an email to 
keep us up to date. 
Beautifying the city, making it appealing for tourists and visitors. Creating an entertainment 
precinct that people want to come too. 
Aged care facilities, heritage areas, parking particularly in CBD is very expensive 
Ecological sustainability 
I think that the preservation of the Hamilton East Heritage Conservation area is very 
important. 
 
With the focus on the retail centre of town moving to Newcastle West, and the train line 
ending at Wickham, pressure by developers is on to increase the housing stock. 
 
Any change to any residence in this area will change this charming area for ever. 
 
Much has been done in the past to preserve the uniqueness of this area and I believe in the 
future its individuality will be a real drawcard for visitors to Newcastle. 
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Communication with the council is extremely poor. I waited 44 days for a response from the 
council, then no follow up has occurred and I have not heard from the council since. The 
council has no policy on response to email. They do not follow their policy on customer 
response. 
 
Poor expenditure on advertising council activities. Information is placed in letter boxes and 
just put in the bin by most residents. 
 
Streets are left with large amounts of rubbish in focus areas. E.g. Foreshore between 
brewery and Nobby's beach. 
 
Aaron Nash a senior ranger explained a very poor linear model of allocating tasks which 
showed extremely incompetence in the councils decision making process 
Better waste disposal of large household items...not happy with just ringing up when you 
want stuff removed....would love to see some other way. 
Building greater community partnerships with established community groups 
Too hard to pick just one, but if forced I would choose planning in terms of allowing high to 
medium density residential development in current single dwelling areas & not enforcing of 2 
parking spaces off street per dwelling! Units & or town house development is occurring 
without adequate off street parking leading to congested street parking. 

 Getting the CBD to be an active and attractive place, that is easy to access with  the light rail 
extended out  to the University. 
Long term planning for sustainable residential and economic development, maintaining the 
'small city' lifestyle. 
Lobbying for coal handling at Carrington to be relocated to kooragang island 
Genuine community consultation .... not just going through an already determined outcome 
in order to "Tick the consultation box" off the list. 
 
Forward planning for the Newcastle area ..not just "select" areas. 
 
Parking improvements that will help people to enjoy what our city offers. 
 
Pushing VERY HARD for a GENUINE transport system ... not just a 2.7 km track ( and NOT 
down Hunter St).. forward planning .. this is 2016 not 1906 

 Greater recycling initiatives within popular areas, particularly around vulnerable 
environments such as the Hunter River and the Beaches. The recently announced CDS 
Scheme will provide a fantastic opportunity for Newcastle Council to be at the forefront of 
greater rates of recycling and reduced litter entering our waterways and the many terrestrial 
and aquatic environments that our city so readily relies upon for locals recreation and as a 
tourism draw card. 
Just do something without waiting for years and years and listening to every person that 
likes to have a whinge....you will never make all the people happy.  The whining minority in 
Newcastle seem to control the city, and hold it back.  It can't stay their 'large country town' 
forever. 
The presentation of the city and encouraging higher tourism numbers, Encouraging RV 
users to the area. 
providing an outline of the projects that council is working on which are in addition to the 
"day-to-day" services that the council provides 
Cycle-ways, Newcastle is perfect for cycling and would alleviate parking problems in the 
CBD if more effort was put into providing a pro cycle city. I do not believe it is safe to do 
cycle many areas. 
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Parking is the number one issue that Council must focus on. While attracting visitors to the 
region, it is imperative that adequate parking be made available.Decreasing the available 
parking areas will not encourage tourists to the area. 
Answer questions when asked. Follow up on my questions when asked. 
Value for money, from what I observe the organisation appears to be top heavy with not 
enough staff doing the work and too many management positions trying to manage the lack 
of work occurring.  The Councillors need to be more responsive to the community and 
respond to their own general staff.  Perhaps if the Councillors of Newcastle observed how 
other Council's ran they would have a better in site into how a good functioning council 
operates, this starts with the general manager and the Mayor.  The big take home tip is start 
looking at the insides to start fixing the issues - stop the blame game.  Have a look at LMCC 
- they appear to have things so much more organised. 
Consultation with the common Novocastrian.  Ceasing holding special meetings and/or 
briefings  with any group but particularly with developers.  Holding meetings at times and 
places where everybody can get involved.  This will mean duplicating some meetings in 
various locations and at various times. 
The city needs to cater to all citizens, not just the wealthy or influential. 
Health. communication. Roads. tourism promotion. cheaper rates for local small business. 
Think 30 years ahead when making any decision. Remember you can't re ring the bell. 
In my opinion, the old decaying CBD should be conserved as a community cultural hub. The 
buildings need to be restored, more significantly the heritage listed ones. Newcastle does 
not have much of a cultural centre to talk of and I believe this would be a great way of 
introducing some. Shut off the road completely through some of these older streets once the 
light rail has been introduced. This will push the cars out of that part of the city and allow for 
a more pedestrian/bike friendly atmosphere. 
Minimise the amount of liquor licenses for large clubs and extend the time on smaller ones. 
12pm lockout is a joke. How do you expect for culture to thrive if you don't allow people to 
stay out and wine and dine late into the night. In Melbourne I can go to a performance, have 
a late dinner and a few drinks post dinner and be in bed by 2/3am - no harm done. So 
instead of me spending my money on the local restaurants, I now fly for a weekend down 
there and inject my money into their economy because it is so stifled up here. It's so much 
bigger than drinking, it's not forcing people to go home early and disrupt neighbours. If I am 
having a good time I don't want last drinks called at 11:30. How on earth to people afford the 
liquor licences. Council really needs to visit this issue. Places like 5 Sawyers is a good 
example of what this town needs more of. 
Recently attended a concert at the beautiful Civic theatre on a Wednesday night.There were 
not enough food outlets for people either before or after the concert. 
 
Large one-off events should be relatively easy to prepare for to ensure that visitors to our 
city can have a comfortable evening at the theatre. 

 Garbage collection is constantly being missed and new ideas for Newcastle are made 
without any consultation from the rate payers 

 
 The council should always trying to do more t=fro the community regardless what is planned. 
For example community compost drop off and pick up...We could aim for a indoor swimming 
centre at Lambton on a large scale if not Mayfield as an indoor all year round centre. These 
swimming facilities could have gyms and or a hydro pool for the injuries and elderly. These 
are extra money streams that would add value to the council and the community. We could 
have a Newcastle ( soon Port Stephens) Sculpture by the sea as Newcastle coastline has a 
wonderful beach walkways. That's just a few idea's. 
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Beautifying of more parks and increasing outdoor play/exercise equipment could give a 
greater aesthetic  boost and sense of pride/enjoyment.  
 
Besides Speers Point Park, it is difficult to identify a park that caters for children of all ages 
with a cafe nearby. Redhead Beach, Dixon Park and the one near the foreshore could all 
benefit from improvement and they all have parking nearby.  
 
Some eastern suburbs beaches have installed exercise equipment along their walkways to 
increase people's activity. It is a sign of pride and thoughtfulness toward adults in public 
spaces. I suggest it be considered for the ocean parade pathway at Dixon Park near the car 
parks and near the obelisk and in the space along the foreshore near the pathway. 
With the advent of the new residential development around Newcastle Beach and CBD, 
there has to be more parking made available. Its common sense. The more people you 
attract into the city with housing, offices and business there has to be more parking provided 
by the developers and policed harder by the NCC. There doesn`t seem to be any plan for 
the future residents and visitor parking around the CBD and inner city beaches. 
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